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PARLIAMENT.—The

Parliamentary

correspondent of the " Daily News " had a powerful passage
in the issue of March 10th, in which he gave urgent reasons
tor including a tax on land values in the Budget. Mr
0 Grady, Labour Member for Leeds, East, obtained the
first place in the ballot, and he gave notice that he would
use this opportunity for moving a resolution on the Taxation
01 Land Values. " The forthcoming resolution," says Mr.
P. W Wilson, M.P., the " Daily News " correspondent,
marks the parting of the ways. And many are the hopes
that the Prime Minister, on whose shoulders rest to-day
unexampled responsibilities—the one man who can restrain
the nation from a desperate plunge into Protection—may
throw himself frankly, as did Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, upon the progressive and human forces by which
alone his power can be maintained."
*

*

*

W H I C H SHOULD BE FIRST ? — I t w a s s t a t e d b y s o m e n e w s -

papers that when Mr. O'Grady announced his intention
of discussing the Taxation of Land Values there was some
disappointment on the part of Mr. Mackarness, Sir Henry
Cotton, and the rest of the Indian Nationalist section,
because he had preferred the discussion of this subject to
a discussion of the affairs in India. We sympathise with
the aims of these Indian reformers, but we doubt if the
British people, so many of whom are in bondage to the
hard and tyrannous necessity of getting employment and
its too meagre fruits, can effectually secure the liberty of
the Indian people. We believe that before they can do
this they will require to gain a substantial measure of
ireedom m the matter of producing and of enjoying the
wealth which springs from their labour.
*

*

*

T H E TWO V A L U E S — O N E FOR PURCHASE, THE OTHER FOR

KATING.-On January 13th the Sheffield City Council
decided to purchase the Abbeyfield Estate, consisting of a
Jew acres, for the purpose of forming a public park. The
land was entered m the valuation roll for rating at £120
but the price was £10,500 or 87|- years' purchase of the
rateable value. This is one more instance of the absurd
and inequitable disparity between the measures or standards
which determine what the landowner shall pay to the community and what the community shall pay to the landowner
burely the system which permits such glaring and
unfair discrepancies is one which any Government with the
slightest claim or title to be regarded as the friend of justice,
T K ' T . p r 0 g r e f i s w o u I d P u t an end to without the
slightest hesitation. As Councillor Crowther said in the
discussion this unfair price was due to the " absolute
iniquity of the present land system."
*

WILL

THE

SMALL

*

*

FREEHOLDER

LOSE

OR

GAIN ? — S i r

Kobert Perks has been opposing the Taxation of Land
Values on the ground that there are " hundreds of thousands
ot small freeholders who already pay more than their fair
share of local taxation," and that " i t would be grossly
unjust to the landowners in rural districts if they were
going to put on heavy taxes to provide revenue for assisting
unemployed
We agree with Sir Robert Perks' first statement that the small freeholders already pay more than their
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fair share of local taxation, but we would repeat what it
should be unnecessary to repeat, that it is not under the
taxation of Land Values that this injustice is inflicted 011
the freeholders. They are paying more than their fair share,
because they are rated on their improvements. Here is
an example: Mr. Mellish, Woodfield House, Ashtead
Surrey, is a freeholder; he paid £250 for the freehold of
his house site and garden.
A few years ago a neighbour
who had built a corrugated-iron coachhouse left this
country to take part in the South African War.
The
original cost of the coachhouse was £20. Mr. Mellish
purchased it for £15 and erected it in his garden. When
this was done, the assessor or surveyor assessed its value
for rating purposes at £8. The rates in Ashtead are about
seven shillings m the pound, and Mr. Mellish, rather than
pay this rate, rather than submit to be legally robbed or
unfairly rated, pulled down the house. " I would gladly
pay," he said, " one penny in the £ on the capital value of
my freehold, if it means that my own improvements and
those of my neighbours will be relieved to some extent from
taxation."
There are hundreds of thousands of small freeholders in
positions similar to that occupied by Mr. Mellish. When
Sir Robert Perks and others use this argument about the
Taxation of Land Values, they are ignorant of the real
state of affairs under the present system, and of the conditions which such a tax would establish, and when people
accept this same argument as true, they share in that
ignorance. We may agree with Sir Robert Perks that it
would he grossly unjust to tax the landowners in order to
raise revenue for the assistance of the unemployed, but it
would not be unjust to impose a tax which would constrain
them to enrich themselves and all others by using the
valuable land which they hold out of use.
*

*

*

" T H E GUARDIAN " TAKES UP THE C R Y . — " T h e G u a r d i a n , "

the organ of the English Church, supports Sir Robert Perk's,
who is one of the most prominent leaders of the Wesleyan
Church. To the small freeholders it adds the Friendly
Societies, Insurance Companies, and trustees as those who
will be the chief sufferers by a tax on land values.. If
those churches and their leaders had not such vast interests
bound up in land speculation, we should the more readily
believe that their anxiety for the small investors was
genuine. We shall, no doubt, have such instances of
perverted intelligence so long as we have so many participants in privileges created by the Government, The
world has never seen a more gross and monstrous error than
that cherished by a large number of people in these latter
days, people who assume that a community which depends
absolutely for its existence on industry should on every
occasion subordinate the interests of industry to those of
monopoly and privilege. It is a deplorable sign of the times
that there are so many people in the high places of Church
and State who express a distrust of justice and freedom as
principles to be observed in our social and political systems.
*
*
*
T H E ENGLISH CHURCH AS L A N D

MONOPOLIST.—Captain

the Hon. Guy Baring, M.P. for Winchester, has written
a letter to the Press upon the subject of Winchester and
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the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, in which he s a y s : —
" I believe, after consultation, that there is a feeling
widely spread among all classes in Winchester that the
expansion of the city as a residential centre is not helped
as it might be by the policy and methods of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, who are the chief landowners. I
am anxious to, obtain the opinion of citizens on the
question, and to invite any who approve of the idea to
sign a petition to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners asking
them to send their representatives to hold a local inquiry.
The petition will lie for signature from Saturday, March 13th,
to Wednesday, March 24th, and if the suggestion is well
received it is proposed to hold a meeting to appoint a
strong Committee to meet the representatives of the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners."
*

*

*

A BISHOP WHO SHOULD BE WITH US.—The following
appeared in The " Estates Gazette," of March 20th :—
" The Bishop of Truro has appealed against the assessment
placed on his residence, Lis Escop, by the overseers of Kenwyn
parish. In consequence of recent additions to the house the assessment has been raised from £80 to £225. In giving notice of appeal
the Bishop declared it was ridiculous to treble the value, as the
additions represent a net increase of three rooms—large dining
room, with chapel over it, and a small chaplain's room. The
overseers claim that, the increase was based on the value of the
improvements, and that an assessment of £80 was not even adequate
to the size of the old building. The Assessment Committee of the
Truro Union will consider the appeal."
*

*

*

HOLDING BACK LAND.—On Thursday, March 11th, the
Lands Committee of the Corporation entrusted to Messrs.
Ventom, Bull and Cooper the letting on building leases
of five sites in Giltspur Street and West Smithfield for
80 years as from next Christmas, the first year at a peppercorn. The property is in close proximity to Newgate
Street and Holborn Viaduct, possessing a frontage of
209 feet to Giltspur Street, and having a total area of
10,020 feet super., suitable for the erection of shops,
warehouses, and other business premises. The first lot,
now covered b y the " White H a r t " fully-licensed premises
in Giltspur Street, having a frontage of 26 feet and a depth
of about 72 feet, was withdrawn at 4s. per foot. The
second, an area of 2,190 feet, found a lessee at over 3s. 4d.
per foot, or £370 per annum. In withdrawing the other
lots Mr. Cooper remarked that the first lot was worth
not less than 5s. per foot.
*

*

*

LAND VALUE IN LONDON.—The value of City interests
is demonstrated b y the acquisition this week by the Corporation of a site which has for a long period been occupied
b y a fruit stall in Ship Tavern Passage, Gracechurch Street,
at approximately £30 per foot, or £1,050, inclusive of the
costs.
This notice, in the " Times " of March 20th, indicates
the remarkable value of land near the centre of the City.
The price paid here is at the rate of £1,306,800 per acre,
which shows that our country and City have still substantial
assets against national and local liabilities.
*

*

*

W H E R E THE MONEY W I L L COME F R O M . — I n a d i s c u s s i o n

on old age pensions on March 1st, Sir Frederick Banbury
asked Mr. Lloyd George where the money was to come from
to meet the additional cost of the scheme. Mr. Lloyd George
replied that they would be able to tell where, the money
would come from within about six weeks. He thought the
money could be got from people who could better afford to
pay than those poor people who were sunk in such fearful
penury and squalor.
*

*

*

P R E P A R I N G TO R E S I S T A TAX ON L A N D

VALUES.—The

following advertisement appeared in the " Morning Post,"
of March 17th :—
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1909.—OWNERS OF FREEHOLD GROUND RENTS
BUDGET,
or similar Securities who would be willing to combine for
protection of mutual interests in the event of prejudicial legislation
being proposed are invited to COMMUNICATE in confidence with
Colonel X., at Horncastle's, Cheapside, E.C.
*

*

*

PROTESTS AGAINST PRESENT TAXES.—At the Ordinary
General Meeting of the Mazawattee Tea Company, on
March 12th, the chairman said :—
\
" He was of opinion that it would be impossible for the Chancellor
of the Exchequer to stultify himself and his party by putting an
extra tax on such articles as tea, cocoa, coffee, or sugar in the coming
Budget. But if such a short-sighted policy should be pursued they
must be prepared, as shareholders in this company (as also must the
shareholders of similar wholesale trading companies), to suffer acutely.
He gave them this as a word of warning. He had already written
a personal letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer telling him that
the only thing the tea trade wanted now was to be let alone. Since
1900 they had had the tea duty altered no less than four times. First
of all it was raised from 4d. to 6d. ; then from 6d. to 8d. It was then
put back again to 6d., and, finally, in 1906 it was further reduced to
5d. All these changes took place within six years, and he would ask,—
What business could expect to come unscathed through such trade
demoralisation as these sudden changes in duty brought about ?
No sooner did the public and retail tea dealers become accustomed
to altered prices than further confusion ensued. I can assure you
we have suffered incalculable
these changes."
* injury
* through
*
THE secretary of the Anti-Tea D u t y League writes
strongly in the same sense :—
" As the great bulk of the tea," he says, " brought to this country
fetches in boud from 6d. to 9d. per lb., can it be denied that a tax
of 5d. per lb. is greatly excessive ? If that tax were increased by
even Id. it would actually become a surcharge of cent, per cent, on
much of the tea in the wholesale market.
*

*

*

ROBBERY BY CONTRACT.—At a meeting of the British
Constitutional Association in London on March 1st, Mr.
Edward Bond delivered an address in which he said he
believed that the Taxation of Land Values would inflict
an intolerable injustice on the great masses of the people,
and that it would dislocate and disturb the existing system
of land business. Mr. Robson, who opened the discussion,
said one of the reasons for the agitation was the apparent,
if not actual, unfairness of a building reverting to the owner
of the land for nothing. He thought that was most unjust.
On the Duke of Westminster's estate some of the best houses
in London were built and they would be in good condition
after a century had passed. What right had his Grace to
that property ? Mr. Butterworth, who followed, replied
to the last speaker that the man who built the house did
so under a contract, and the Duke of Westminster was
entitled to the reversion as well as the land.
It is remarkable how men reconcile themselves with
grumbling to the hardships which attend robbery when
carried on under legal and respectable forms. Mr. Butterworth defends the seizure and confiscation of houses b y the
landowners, although we have no doubt he would resent
the same act if it were committed b y the highway robber.
Still, the robbery being the same in both cases its doom
in the contract form is sealed just as much as on the
highway.
*

*

*

DOGS EQUAL TO CHILDREN.—At the annual meeting of
the Falkirk Branch of the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children, held on March 9th, the local officer
gave details of a number of cases of overcrowding in F.a.lkirk.
In some of these, as many as eight or nine adults and
children of both sexes were living in one-roomed houses.
In one da.se six persons lived in one room, in which a large
dog was also kept, while in another a family consisting of
father and mother and ten children lived in a two-roomed
house, but one of the rooms was reserved for the rearing of
whippet dogs. These conditions illustrate very forcibly
the degradation which is at once the effect of injustice in
our social arrangements and the cause of still deeper
degradation.
We cannot expect that children, brought
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up in such conditions, will conceive or entertain high ideals
with regard to the things which make for beauty and
nobility of character. Their miserable environment must
affect their physical, mental and spiritual nature and
make them agents for spreading the evil which surrounds
them from their youth.
*

THE

GROWTH

OF

*

TOWNS

*

AND C I T I E S . — A c c o r d i n g

to

a statement by Mr. j . G. Head, the rateable value of the
City of London was £12,000 in 1339 ; it is now more
than £5,000,000. The rateable value of St. Marylebone
in 1734 was £10,014 ; in 1907, it was £1,903,773. Again,
Mr. Geo. C. Clinch read a paper on the rise of Sutton
(Surrey), reported in the "Estates Gazette," in which
he said that the rateable value of the town had risen
from £21,600 in 1861 to £153,542 at the present time.
*
*
*
* AGRICULTURE AND ITS BURDENS.—Lord Wenlock, speaking at an agricultural dinner in Yorkshire recently, said
that if the Government was going to tax land values and
put further rates upon them, they would squeeze not only
the small holders out of existence, but destroy the large
holders too. It is difficult to deal with such statements,
because they always assume that something exists which,
as a matter of fact, has no existence at all. Here Lord
Wenlock assumes that there are a. great many small holders
and large holders who are not being squeezed at present.
The opposite is really the case. In support of this statement, we may appeal to the unceasing complaints of the
landowners, of the farmers, and of the labourers, with regard
to the deplorable condition of < agriculture, and the great
outcry about the dearth of small holdings throughout the
country. We happen to know. something about Lord
Wenlock's own estate, and the value of his improvements,
and we are perfectly confident that though a much larger
tax on land values than a penny in the pound were included
in the Budget, Lord Wenlock and all such improving landowners would stand to gain.
*

*

*

O L D - A G E PENSIONS AND U N E M P L O Y M E N T . — I n a r e c e n t

number of the " Mark Lane Express," Colonel Woods, who
owns 5,000 acres in Hampshire, says : " l a m glad old age
pensions have come. Shall I give you my reasons ? First,
it is going to reduce the rates, and this will benefit the
farmer. Persons who otherwise would go on the rates for
trifling reasons will keep off them in order not to jeopardise
their old age pensions. . . Next, old age pensions will
enable veterans to work longer on the land. Whilst poor
law relief does not allow a man to work at any trifling job
bringing in even a few shillings a week, the old age pension
will enable him to combine working at light jobs, and in
places where his experience and skill, rather than his bodily
power, makes him of great use. Thus it will reduce the
wages list of the farmer. He will be able to employ old
men—old men gifted with experience—for work for which
he now employs boys." Poor boys! Where will thev
go ?
*

*

*

M R . J O S E P H WALTON, M . P . , AT BARNSLEY, MARCH 8TH,

1909.—A man in the audience shouted out a question as
to what Mr. Walton's views were on the Land Values question. Mr. Walton, replying, said it was a most complex
and large question. He was thoroughly in favour of the
Taxation of Land Values, and he hoped that the next
Budget would include the beginning of the taxation.
(Applause.) He was very much interested in the question,
and when he could not be in the division himself to speak
he availed himself of the services of Mr. Francis Neilson
(applause)—to speak upon that and other important
questions. That work was going to be carried on. (Hear,
hear.) He believed that in the Taxation of Land Values
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would be found equality and the readjustment of taxation
would tend to diminish unemployment and promote trade
and industry.
*

*

*

The series of articles by Mr. R. L. Outhwaite, which
have recently appeared in the "Daily News," will be
published as a penny pamphlet, entitled " Peer or Peasant,
the Ruin of Rural England : How the Land is Held," by
post, three half-pence. Orders should be sent to Publication
Department, " Daily News " Office, Bouverie Street, E.C.
*
*
*
MISPLACED

ZEAL

FOR

THE

INTERESTS

OF

RAILWAY

COMPANIES.—" The Railway N e w s " for March 13th
reproduced an article from the " Great Western Railway
Magazine," which deals with the proposed taxation of
land values in relation to railway companies. The writer
severely criticises the Land Values Bill for Scotland,
because it provided for the exemption of land owned by
railway companies from its operation and left their property to be rated under the present system. " I n spite
of the fact," he says, " that the railway industry bears a
heavier burden of taxation than any other, and that
whenever population increases or a new station is opened,
land increases in value, the railways were to be exempt
from the Bill of 1907, before referred to, and were to
remain subject to the present system of valuation. This,
it seems to have been assumed, was an act of justice towards
railways—a step towards lightening the present burden of
local taxation laid upon them. Whatever may have been
the intention, the effect would have been precisely the
opposite. The object of the Bill, it was said, was to relieve
industry from taxation. If so, why should railway companies, whose property is assessed on the basis of a
calculation which includes trade profits, be deprived of
j such relief ? A cotton mill, no matter how great its
profits, or how valuable its buildings and appurtenances,
is to be assessed on the bare value of the ground on which
the factory stands. Why should a railway be treated
differently ? In most parishes railways pay a large proportion, and in many by far the greater part, of the local
rates. If other land is to be rated as if divested of improvements, as contemplated by the advocates for the rating
of land values, and as was stated by the Select Committee
on the Scotch Bill, it clearly follows that railway land
must be put in the same position and its capital land value,
as unimproved land, entered in the valuation list." The
writer then quotes, with approval, Mr. Dundas White's
draft report to the Select Committee which recommended
a tax on the value of railway lands. This plea on behalf
of the railway companies indicates, almost better than
anything else, the progress which this great reform is
making. The railway companies are large landowners,
but they are also engaged in a great industrial enterprise,
and it is a notable event when the official magazine of one
of the most powerful companies in this country pleads
and almost demands that the taxation of land values
should be applied to their property. When a few more
business firms understand the true meaning of this principle,
we may assume that this great cause shall be really won!
In 1906 the Scottish railway companies opposed the
taxation of land values, and this led to the exemption of
their property from the benefits of the proposed tax ; in
1909 an English railway company advocates it.
*

*

*

We have received quite an exceptional number of
flattering commendations on the March issue of LAND
VALUES. One correspondent from the North writes:
" I have just finished reading LAND VALUES, and sit down
to pen you my heartiest congratulations on such a magnificent number. It is as full of intellectual food as an egg
is full of meat. Really it appals me when I see the amount
B
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of work you London people are doing, and I do trust you
will all keep well under the burden of it. I hope the
Chancellor of the Exchequer will include rural as well as
urban land values, and if he does we will be content with
one half-penny in the £."
*

WHAT

IS

THE

*

CAUSE

*

OF

BUILDING

DEPRESSION ? —

Frequent complaints are made at the meetings of estate
companies as to the dreadful effect which the Taxation of
Land Values is likely to produce in the building trade. At
the annual meeting of the London and Middlesex Freehold
Estates Company, Limited, on February 16th, Mr. Herbert
Michell said that the proposal to t a x land at the rate of
Id. in the £ on its capital value was a matter for public
anxiety and of vital interest to all shareholders in land
companies. He thought that during the past 15 years
we had had no such depression as that which existed in
the building trade to-day, and he added that it was a
serious state of things if this were to be aggravated b y the
passing of such a measure.
On February 27th the " Investors' Summary " took up
the subject, and said that during the past dozen years
there had been no period of depression in the building trade
so severe as that now prevailing, and that the agitation in
favour of the Taxation of Land Values was further intensifying the gloomy outlook.
We have heard of many kinds of simplicity, of children
who assign very far-fetched reasons for the occurrence of
certain things, but we have heard no more fantastical
suggestion than this that the cause of building depression
five or twelve years ago and at present was due to a proposal
which was only formulated four months ago. We have not
had a t a x on land values in this country, and so the building
depression must be due to something else.
*

*

*

WHERE THE POLICY HAS BEEN TRIED.—The people of
New Zealand have a t a x on land values and they have
frequently testified that this tax has stimulated the building
trade. I t has done this b y destroying, more or less completely, one part of the land companies' business, that part
Which the Colonials facetiously call " the vacant lot
industry," or in other words, the holding up of land against
builders.
The Town Clerk of Wellington, the capital of New Zealand,
1902-3, reported :—
" The result of the first year's trial of this system of
rating must be considered a gratifying one, and leaves
no room for regret at its adoption. . . It is only stating
a fact to say that much, if not all, of the activity in the
building operations of the city and surroundings during
the past year is due to the influence of this healthy
measure."
In a subsequent report the Town Clerk said :—
" It is worthy of note that there are now more than 20
Boroughs in New Zealand which have adopted the Land
Values Taxation System, a fact which at least shows that
the principle is finding favour among our own people."
*

*

*

THE RESULTS OF THE POLICY.—Following on these
statements came the more practical testimony of the facts
of the case. The " New Zealand Dairyman " for October,
1905, reported :—
" A tremendous amount of building is going on in Wellington
just now, the amount of capital involved exceeding a third of
a million. The D.I.C. building is to cost £40,000, and the value
of the almost completed Bank of New South Wales building
is £35,000. The erection of new hotels is not so popular as
was the case a little over a year ago. The only hotel being
re-erected is the ' Western.' It is of six storeys, and will cost
£25,000. Victoria College is still under construction, and is
to cost £25,000. A substantial building is being erected for
the Bank of Australasia at a cost of £34,000. The plans have
almost been completed for the New National Bank, and the
Union Bank is to be enlarged. A new Public Trust Office is

/
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to be built at a cost of £20,000. A warehouse, to cost £20,000,
is being erected for Messrs. P. Hayman and Co., and another for
Messrs. E. W. Mills and Co., to cost £16,000. A convent is in
course of erection at Island Bay for £15,000, and the same amount
is involved in the new fruit and produce market, for which the
plans are completed. The Wellington Building ^ n d Investment
Company are erecting premises worth £15,000, and a private
hotel, nearly finished, touches the same figure. A block of shops
and dwelling-houses is being erected for Mr. Martin Kennedy
at a cost of £11,000. Mr. C. H. Izard is building premises priced
at £11,000, and there are a great many other buildings projected,
or in course of construction, involving sums of from £2,000 to
£8,000."
*

*

*

A LONDON L A N D AGENT ON THE BUDGET TAX ON L A N D

VALUES.—An able letter on the taxation of ground rents
recently appeared in the " Estates Gazette." The writer,
who signs himself " A London Land Agent," indicts the
present systems of land tenure and taxation. He is frank
in his exposure of the predatory results of these systems.
Things that we are told would be terrible under the Taxation
of Land Values happen at present. Contracts are broken,
capital is confiscated, and financial stability shaken.
" It frequently happens," he says, " that to obtain a new
building lease the valuable unexpired term of an old lease is
surrendered, so that the owner of the land thereby obtains without
effort or outlay, and frequently many years before he would
otherwise become entitled to it, an improved income, secured
on a new building erected at his tenant's expense. The surrender
value of the old lease is often equal to a large sum, which it suits
the tenant to sacrifice in order to be able to modernise his premises.
The anxiety of tenants to secure their holdings has in recent
years led them, most unwisely, to submit to building leases of
80 years, and even of 60 years, instead of the old-fashioned period
of 99 years, which was a far more equitable arrangement for the
man who pays for the bricks and mortar."
Our agent friend possesses candour of a remarkably
ferocious nature, and comforts the landowners with the
following grim prospect:—
" I f it be any consolation to him, the ground landlord may
consider himself a victim on the altar of Radicalism. If he
looks deeper into things, however, he may safely expect to be
skinned with equal impartiality by the next Conservative Government, for the hand-writing is on the wall, and his time has come."
*
*
*
JOINING BATTLE ON EVERY SIDE.—Almost every week
sees an accession to the support of the movement for the
Taxation of Land Values from quarters where it might be
least expected. " A Land Agent of Forty Years' Experience " contributes an admirable article to " Vanity Fair,"
in which he attacks the afforestation scheme recently
put forward by a Royal Commission. We regard his
criticism of the proposals as absolutely sound, as well
as his
suggestions for an alternative scheme. He
admits that there is room for an extension of afforestation, but he objects to the departmental attempt to plant
forests on land which may be better suited for other purposes,
but which will be planted simply because the Government
decides to make an experiment on some large estate which
it purchases at an inflated price, and without any regard to
economic laws. In short, this land agent sees that the
planting of trees is exactly like the planting of potatoes,
the sowing of com, the rearing of cattle and sheep, and the
raising of minerals, and that men only require freedom and
security to enjoy the fruits of their labour in order to induce
them to carry out a perfect scheme. " There are places,"
he says, " where a belt of plantation might be valuable as
a screen, and, by protecting against inclement winds,
increase the value of large tracts of land. In many woodland districts improved methods of forest management
might be advantageously introduced, and a judicious application of taxation on : actual land values might induce landowners either to improve slovenly methods or to transfer
neglected woodlands to State or local authorities upon
reasonable terms. In Ireland, and sometimes in England,
I have seen remarkable results in drying up dangerous bogs
obtained by planting suitable trees."
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MR. WM. NOBLE, Liverpool, has a useful letter in
" Cycling " of March 17th, arguing against a tax on cyclists
and in favour of " All roads being made and kept up by a
rate on the value of the surrounding land, as no other
barometer of their advantages is half so sensitive, and a
rate upon it enables every user to pay his fair share. The
more traffic " (Mr. Noble says) " a road sustains the more
upkeep it requires, and, as an off-set to this, the greater
becomes the value of the adjacent property."
Our Press letter writers can always find good scope for
their pens in the ordinary " Trade " journals, and Mr.
Noble is to be congratulated for this, and much more similar
good work.
(I

*

*

*

THE Tax Reform Association of Pennsylvania have
addressed a business-like communication in the form of a
Memorial to the General Assembly of Pennsylvania. The
memorial closes by recommending " for consideration the
Golden Rule of Taxation formulated in 1871 by Enoch
Ensley, and which he said it would be well for the State to
adopt and have cut into the stone of the Capitol:
" Never Tax Anything
" That Would be of Value to Your State
" That Could and Would Run Away, or
" That Could and Would Come to You."
*

*

*

NEVER in the history of the world has there been such a
powerful factor in keeping people in poverty and economic
slavery as this confining the land—the essential means of
subsistence for all—within the hands of a few, to the
exclusion of the rest. And yet, though many of our
rabbis and prominent leaders know this perfectly well,
they do not come out boldly to champion the eternal laws
of righteousness. Is God's justice to be established without
the help of God's " chosen people " ? The meek shall truly
inherit the earth when the present " owners " of land
return to the nation the wealth in land values which the
nation has created. When this is done, and hardly before,
shall we see a new generation arise, freed from the curse
of poverty, and enjoying to the full the bounty provided
by God Himself for the children of men—a bounty at present
denied to most by the selfishness of a few.—Joseph Fels
in the " Jewish World," March 12th, 1909.
*

*

*

A QUESTION FOR THE CHANCELLOR OF THE E X C H E Q U E R .

A remarkable statement as to the relation between compensation for a public-house and the ground value of
the site has been made by Mr. B. S. Straus* the Liberal
Member for Mile End, in a question addressed to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Mr. Straus asked Mr. Lloyd George whether he is aware
that the '* Sawyers' Arms," Lisson Grove, Marylebone, has
been compensated at the figure of £3,550; that the
frontage was only about 16 ft. ; that the premises were
very small, and only seven to eight barrels of beer were
consumed in the week ; that the licence was only for the
sale of beer and tobacco ; and that the ground landlord
received £1,600 out of the compensation, the rent being
£65, and the rateable value £55 per annum ; and whether
this division of the compensation was determined by the
Commissioners of Inland Revenue.
Mr. Lloyd George has replied that the determination
of the award of compensation in this case was not referred
to the Commissioners of Inland Revenue by the compensation authority.—" Daily News," 24th February, 1909.
*

*

*

No man who is not exerting all his powers to free society
from the wicked and intolerable conditions of the present
is fit to raise his voice against Socialism, or any other " ism "
that honestly promises amelioration even remotelv
The Public.
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A PRAYER FOR LANDLORDS.

On March 1st Sir John Benn asked the Prime Minister
whether his attention had been directed to a prayer in the
Liturgy of Edward VI. (Parker Society, Vol. XIV., p. 458),
dealing with the equitable disposition of land within the
country, and whether he would consider the advisability
of issuing Letters of Business to Convocation recommending
the restoration of this supplication to the revised edition
of the Prayer-book.
Mr. Asquith : My hon. friend has, I think, done a public
service by drawing attention to this remarkable prayer—
(hear, hear, and laughter)—but I doubt if any advantage
would be gained by my taking the steps he suggests.
In reply to a further question by Sir Gilbert Parker, the
Premier said he believed the prayer was the composition
of Archbishop Cranmer.
Mr. Delany : Would the right hon. gentleman recommend
this prayer to the attention of those Irish landlords who
asked twenty-seven years' purchase from their tenants ?
(Laughter.)
Mr. H. C. Lea : As the landlords are past praying for,
would the right hon. gentleman suggest to the Chancellor of
the Exchequer that taxation would be a more efficacious
way of dealing with them ? (Laughter.)
We are indebted to Mr. J. Dundas White, M.P., for the
copy of that prayer, and for the accompanying remarks,
which explain the circumstances in which it was published
and used.
The prayer reads as follows :—
" The earth is Thine ( 0 Lord), and all that is contained
therein; notwithstanding Thou has given the possession
thereof unto the children of men, to pass over the time of
their short pilgrimage in this vale of misery; we heartily
pray Thee to send Thy Holy Spirit into the hearts of them
that possess the grounds, pastures, and dwelling places
of the earth, that they, remembering themselves to be Thy
tenants, may not rack and stretch out the rents of their
houses and lands, nor yet take unreasonable fines and
incomes after the manner of covetous worldlings, but so
let them out to other, that the inhabitants thereof may both
be able to pay the rents, and also honestly to live, to nourish
their families, and to relieve the poor : give them grace also
to consider, that they are but strangers and pilgrims in
this world, having here no dwelling place, but seeking one
to come ; that they, remembering the short continuance
of their life, may be content with that that is sufficient, and
not join house to house, nor couple land to land, to the
impoverishment of other, but so behave themselves in
letting out their tenements, lands, and pastures, that after
this life they may be received into everlasting dwelling
places : through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen."
This prayer, which has marginal references to the various
portions of Scripture quoted in it, is one of " Sundry Godly
Prayers for Divers Purposes " given in " A Prymmer or
boke of private prayer nedeful to be used of al faythfull
Christianes, which boke is auctorysed and set fourth by
the Kinges Maiestie, to be taughte, learned, redde, and used
of al hys lovynge subjectes." It was published in London
in 1553, and the above is taken from the reprint of it,
referred to by Sir John Benn, at p. 458 of a volume of
Liturgies, &c., of Edward VI., published by the Parker
Society at Cambridge in 1843. The copy of the original
" Prymmer " from which the reprint was made is in the
Bodleian Library, Oxford.
I may add that this appears to be the earliest recorded
use of the term " rack " in relation to rent, being of an
earlier date than any of the passages quoted as , regards
this in the Oxford English Dictionary. The metaphor
was probably taken from the well-known instrument of
torture, and the term " rack-rent" soon became part of
the language.
B 2
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In another part of the country, in Nottinghamshire, the
same difficulty in acquiring land has been experienced.
Alderman H. Heath, J.P., of Sunrise Farm, Bestwood,
who is chairman of the Rusheliffe Small Holdings SubCommittee, recently wrote to the Editor of the " Mark
Lane Express " in the following terms :—
" In reading your Nottinghamshire Notes in the '• Mark Lane
Express ' this (Tuesday) morning, I notice you make reference
to the statement made at our last County Council meeting that
no application had been made for small holdings by agricultural
labourers. How the Councillor (who is a member of the Small
Holdings Committee, and should have been in touch with the
work) came to make such an erroneous statement, it is hard to
conceive. You can take it from me, as Chairman of the Rushcliffe
Division Sub-Committee, that there are many suitable agricultural labourer applicants in our division alone, and when the
applications are analysed it will be found that many of the
applicants have been employed on the land, but have been driven
into the towns by force of circumstances, and are anxious to
come back to the land. Without looking the exact figures up,
I think I am right in saying that in our small division alone there
are 67 suitable applicants, and not an acre of land can we get
for them."
A tax on land values would expedite the working of the
Act and cause the landlords to seek tenants just as their
needs make tenants seek land.

RIGHTS

PREVENT

SMALL
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More Evidence of Failure.

HOLDINGS.

At a recent meeting of the Wiltshire County Council it
was stated that great dissatisfaction existed in the county
owing to the fact that the Committee carrying out the Act
liad failed to provide land for suitable applicants. Only
one plot had been secured at Mere, and 800 applicants had
been interviewed. Colonel Pedder, writing to the Press
on this subject, gave particulars as to the difficulties
encountered in getting land, even where meri have a
sufficient amount of capital.

SPORTING
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HOLDINGS.—The

Allotments and Small Holdings Association
reports
that the Newmarket Urban District Council has been asked
to provide five acres for allotments, but that the agent for
the estate of which the land proposed to be acquired forms
part has informed an inspector of the Board that the estate
was a very valuable sporting property, and it would interfere
with the sporting rights if the allotments were let on anv
part of it, excepting the five acres, and of this objection
the Board has duly taken note. As, apparently, the Council
intends to charge the applicants £4 an acre for their land,
we trust that some way will be found to provide the allotments at a more reasonable rent even though " very valuable
sporting rights " may be slightly interfered with.
T H E VALUE OF LAND TO SMALL H O L D E R S . — T h e writer of

" Northern Notes " in the " Mark Lane Express " of March
8th tells us that " the Small Holdings and Allotments
Committee of the Newcastle Corporation have received 113
applications, of whom 105 were approved. The Committee
have entered into a provisional arrangement for some land
to be taken on lease for 25 years at the annual rent of £7
per acre, and a provisional settlement of the tenant's claim
to compensation for disturbance and unexhausted improvements and for immediate possession has also been made for
the sum of £50. The rent proposed to be charged is 25s.
per chain, or £12 10s. per acre per annum, the tenants to
pay the water rate."
Two thoughts occur to us as we read this statement.
We wonder on what valuation the owner of this land pays
rates and taxes, and we wonder how those people who tell
us that agricultural land in this country is of very little
value will explain this transaction at this enormous rent.

//

From the " Fortnightly Notes " of the Small Holdings
Association, 55, Temple Row, Birmingham, March 22nd,
1909 :—" FURTHER APPOINTMENTS.—The present Small Holdings
Commissioners are overworked, and the time has more than
come for the appointment of more Commissioners, and
a considerable increase in their staff. We have no doubt
that the ultimate success of the Act will depend upon a
wise general use of the compulsory powers of purchasing.
This can only be secured under the complete supervision
of the Small Holdings Commissioners, and this the present
Commission is not large enough to give without much
serious delay. We cffll for such an immediate enlargement
of the Commission and its staff as shall enable the Commissioners to deal promptly and thoroughly with the
existing demand in every necessary way.
" 11,000 APPLICATIONS REJECTED or withdrawn. I t
may be true that with the present staff at the disposal
of the Board of Agriculture it was impossible to investigate
every one of these applications, but this does not do away
with the absolute right of any applicant to appeal to the
Board against an unfavourable decision of a County
Council. In any such case, where a reasonable application
has met with unfair treatment, we shall be glad to assist
the applicant in bringing the matter before the Board of
Agriculture.
" PRIVATE ARRANGEMENTS WITH L A N D L O R D S . — W e

are

glad to see it officially stated in dealing with a complaint
that some County Councils had told applicants to negotiate
with the landlords, that the applicants had a right to say
that they would take the land from the County Council,
and not from the landlord, and that the Board of Agriculture will not allow a Council to shuffle out of its responsibility in this way."
SMALL HOLDINGS.—TOWN AND COUNTRY.—Mr.

Joseph

Beecroft complained, at Chester Farmers' Club
on
March 13th, that business men Si town were getting a
house and small holding of 20 acres in the country for
the same rental they would pay in the town for bare walls.
It was the farm labourer who should be encouraged, but
there was a loophole in the Act.

THE Metrepolitan Radical Federation, at its monthly
meeting on February 20th, passed a resolution urging the
Government to make a substantial beginning with the
Taxation of Land Values in the Budget of this year, and
emphasising the importance of including rural land in
any scheme of Land Values Taxation, " and thus facilitating
the administration of the Small Holdings Act and the
provision of cottages for rural housing."
" LABOUR is prior to and independent of capital. Capital
is only the fruit of labour and could never have existed
if labour had not first existed. Labour is the superior
of capital and deserves much more consideration."—
Abraham Lincoln.
I BELIEVE that in a really Christian community, in a
society that honoured, not with the lips but with the act,
the doctrines of Jesus, no one would have occasion to
worry about physical needs any more than do the lilies
of the field. There is enough and to spare. The trouble
is that, in this mad struggle, we trample in the mire what
has been provided in sufficiency for us all; trample it in
the mire while we tear and rend each other.—The Crime
of Poverty.
•
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" I told the electors that I wanted a clear issue of Tariff
Reform and land reform. No city is safe against Tariff
Reformers unless Free Traders are prepared to show the
causes of unemployment and suggest some remedy."
Our Edinburgh correspondent writes :—
" South Edinburgh was from start to finish fought by
Dewar on the lines of Henry George's Protection or Free
Trade. Taxation of. Land Values saved South Edinburgh.
In his speech a t - t h e Liberal Club after the Poll, the
Solicitor-General expressly called on the reporters present
to report that without land values he could not have saved
his seat. The reporters, needless to say, did not respond,
or if they did, perhaps their sub-editors wanted the space
for something else ! "

Solicitor-General for Scotland.
Edinburgh By-election caused by Mr.
ment as Solicitor-General for Scotland
Mr. Ure, who is now Lord Advocate.
Result of the Poll
Mr. A. Dewar, K.C. (L.)
Mr. Harold B. Cox (U.) . .

Dewar's appointin succession to

..
..

8,185
6,964

Liberal Majority
. . 1,221
As at his first election contest in South Edinburgh in
June, 1899, Mr. Dewar put forward the Taxation of Land
Values as the chief plank in his programme. Ten years ago
he was a pioneer on the question, but this time he stood
as a member of a Government pledged to carry the reform.
Much water has run under the bridge during these 10
years, but Mr. Dewar has been faithful to the pledges he
gave in d899, when he came out into the open as a champion
of land reform and real free trade. In his own constituency, on a hundred platforms throughout the country,
and in Parliament, he has devotedly and consistently
advocated the overthrow of land monopoly. He regards
the Taxation of Land Values as the cure for unemployment,
and he boldly proclaimed this all through the recent
contest. His policy appears to have the support of the
electors of South Edinburgh. In 1899 he received 5,820
votes, and had a majority of 831. In 1909, he received
8,185 votes, with a majority of 1,221.
HOW MR. DEWAR WON THE ELECTION.
In the course of an interview with the special correspondent of the " Daily Telegraph," Mr. Dewar said :—
" The electors of South Edinburgh are determined to
adhere to the freedom of exchange. They do not believe
that the great evil of unemployment is due to Free Trade,
but that it is due to monopoly. I have persistently put
before the electors that land reform is the true solution of
the problem of unemployment, and that our cities are suffering not from the competition of the foreigner, but from
the competition of the rural labourer. Ploughmen and
ploughmen's sons swarm to our cities because they cannot
obtain small holdings on reasonable terms.
" That is why I advocated the Scottish Small Holdings
Bill; but unemployment is due in even a greater degree
to the excessive burden of rates and taxes upon industry.
The Taxation of Land Values, which involves taking the
burden of rates and taxes off improvements and placing
it upon the land, would relieve industry and ultimately
reduce—indeed, abolish—unemployment.

A correspondent who was in the fight at Forfarshire
and East Edinburgh writes :—
" The series of by-elections in Scotland have raised
the usual varied speculations as to the causes that produced
the results. The Solicitor-General is, however, confident
as to the situation in South Edinburgh.
" Mr. Dewar is not only to be congratulated on his magnificent victory, but also to be commended for his firm stand
for the Taxation of Land Values and freer trade.
'The
only answer to Tariif Reform is Land Reform. The
question of unemployment can only be solved b y tackling
land monopoly. Free Trade can only be a reality when
we have removed the restrictions and burdens at present
imposed on industry.'
" We commend Mr. Dewar's views to the Free Trade
Union and other workers for Free Trade who weaken
their efforts on behalf of a great cause by adopting a passive
attitude of defence of status quo. With its specious arguments and its insidious promises, Tariif Reform is a real
' enemy at the gate,' and Free Traders should realise that
their salvation lies in a progressive policy of attack upon
monopoly and vested interests. This has, we think, been
proved by the results of Forfarshire, South Edinburgh,
and Border Burghs Elections, fought largely on the land
question, and conversely perhaps b y the failure to hold
Central Glasgow—a contest into which the land question
did not enter, and which was fought on negative Free Trade
lines."

THE COMEDY OF IRELAND AND

LANDLORDISM.

As in the case of Italy, so in Ireland, it is remarkable
how writers recite facts and fail to see their meaning.
The " Pall Mall Gazette " has had a special Commissioner
going about Ireland to write up the land question from the
landlords' point of view. In doing this, the Commissioner
has described the situation with exceptional faithfulness,
and in a way to condemn landlordism and the Land
Purchase Act of 1903, with the greatest effect. Although
his object is the opposite, he proves that exorbitant rents
have ruined and are ruining agriculture in Ireland.
" The land," he says, " can only support the people through
the cattle ; if you render cattle farming an unproductive industry,
ipso facto the people can no longer be supported, and it is only
by coming to the West of Ireland and seeing and hearing for
yourself, that you can properly appreciate how much this is
the case. Let me return to my friend the expert, and give some
more extracts from his most valuable evidence. The contention
that grass lands should be ploughed up receives his severest
condemnation. He says: ' As regards the revival of tillage
to any large extent, I believe it would not only be unprofitable
but impossible. I am the judicial tenant of a farm the land of
which is very suitable for tillage, and I have been improving
my land considerably for a good many years past by a system
of tillage, but I don't find it a profitable undertaking, the labour
being scarce and dear, and particularly as my landlord has got
my rent raised 10 per cent, for the second statutory term—the
result of being an improving tenant! So much so that my
intention is to practically give up all tillage on my farm.'' Now,
this is the conclusion arrived at by a gentleman of high education
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and 20 years' practical experience; with the necessary capital
and the faculty of applying expert knowledge to a particular case.
We see that he cannot make it pay, and that in consequence he is
giving up tillage.
In the face of this, we find an agitation on
foot to put 1 landless young men ' upon grass lands in order that
they may break them up, and raise their families in comfort
on the proceeds of such labour. . .
" There is an aspect of the land question in Ireland which
is very naturally ignored in that country. This is the enormous
cost to the English taxpayer which all this bedevilment of Irish
land ensures to that patient and long-suffering person. This
latter is called upon to bear many burdens, but why he should
be called upon to make large presents in money to the Irish
farmer is one of those things which it is absolutely impossible
to understand. The following succinct account of what actually
takes place was given to me by another gentleman, himself aii
agent, and a professed exponent of that legislative tangle which
has grown up in the course of those years in whicli successive
Land Acts have been passed. ' If,' said this shrewd and genial
man of affairs, ' you were to start now, and devote all your time
to it for a year, you would, at the expiration of that time, be
beginning to have some insight into the system of Irish Land
Purchase. As you probably have other things to attend to
in the world, I will just put the matter to you in the shortest
and simplest form which occurs to me.' He continued:
" ' A tenant has purchased from his landlord his holding,
for which he paid £20 per annum as rent; at 20 years' purchase
this is £400.
Until the landlord is paid by the Estates Commissioners,
the tenant pays them 3 | per cent, on the purchase-money, or
£14 per annum.
" '.The Estates Commissioners pay this £14 to the landlord
pending investigation.
Previous to the sale, the landlord paid in income-tax
20s. per annum; he now only pays 14s. per annum, and will
continue to do so until he is paid his money, which, under present
conditions, may not be for the next 16 years.
The total loss of income-tax to the Exchequer will be
the difference between 20s. and 14s., i.e., 6s.; which for 16 years
=£4 16s.
| This sum must come out of the pocket of the taxpayer.
" ' In addition, the Treasury raises £100 stock, for which
they only get £83 in cash.
The loss to the taxpayer in the above case will be
£17 x 4 = £68, to which must be added the £4 16s., makings a total
of £72 16s.
Therefore, the loss to the British Treasury, which has
to be made good by the English taxpayer, is £72 16s. on the sale
of a trumpery holding worth £400. If this is the loss in this case,
what will it be on the whole of a large estate ?
Even now we are not quite at the end ; as a bonus of
12 per cent, has to be paid to the landlord = £48 ; therefore, the
absolute and total loss is £72 16s. + £48 = £116 8s.'
" The root fact of this matter is that the Government is
pursuing a phantasm, which, like a will-o'-the-wisp, is for ever
evading them; and, as they pursue it, the malicious sprite
lands them ever deeper in the bog. Nor are they to be pitied,
for the bog is of their own making, and is engulfing them, as has
the moving bog of Ballygar the houses of those unfortunate
people which stood in the way of its irresistible onward march.
For that first principle of economies, which is that a thing is
•worth what it will fetch in the open market, has, in the case of
Ireland, been persistently ignored ; land which is only commodity
for sale in that country has been valued and re-valued—by whom ?
Not by persons of standing and probity who, by long residence
in, and acquaintance with, the district, could give the value of
an acre to a shilling, but by Estates Commissioners. It is not
to be supposed that the Estates Commissioners consider themselves heaven-bom geniuses; they are certainly not regarded
as such by persons whose lands they are called upon to value
The system is an absurdity, rotten to the core, and, worst of all
into it enters the poison of Irish politics. But even if we put
this aside as too delicate a matter with which to deal in this
connection, how can a man from Armagh value land in Waterford
or a man from West Galway value land in Meath ? Anyway, the
practical men themselves say that such a thing cannot be done
and what they say is, and has been for years, ignored, and little
tin gods on glorified wheels move over the face of this eountrv
valuing—valuing—valuing.
" And, from the English point of view, the worst of all is
that we, the English—pay ! "
The writer's facts are perfectly correct, but his conclusions
are quite erroneous. It is not the Irish farmer, but the
Irish landowner, who is being endowed at the expense of
the British taxpayer, and this policy is not the policy of
the present Government so much as of the late Government
which passed the Land Purchase Act of 1903. Of course
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the Liberal Government has never indicated that it intends
to reverse this policy of legal robbery, of binding the Irish
tenant farmers to pay an excessive rent in the form of an
annuity for 68 years, to pay another part of that rent in
the form of rates for an indefinite period, and in addition,
of binding the British taxpayers, many of them Irish men
and women driven out of Ireland by rack rents, to pay
still another part of that rent in the form of Imperial
taxes. All landlordism is insatiable, and Irish landlordism
seems to be so in a peculiar degree. Why should not
the Landlords' Convention, backed up by the House of
Lords, multiply their demands by ten instead of by two, and
then seek to bring under contribution to the Land Purchase
Fund all the taxpayers in the Colonies, in America, and,
indeed, in all countries, from Japan to Peru, and then
prophesy calamity and disaster if this gigantic scheme of
plunder failed ? The " Pall Mall Gazette " Commissioner
continues his tour and his recital of facts in condemnation
of this ancient wrong. In a more recent article he says :
" I have come from the extreme south to the extreme north
of the County of Galway, and am now in the midst of a
country of typical small holdings, where the small tenant,
as a rule, pays his rent by an expedition to England for
harvesting and labour on the lands of some of the big farms
in the northern counties." We do not see w h y money
earned by labour in England and Scotland should be paid
for the use of land in Ireland which does not vield sufficient
to pay the rent imposed on the farmer.

IRISH LAND.—" Irish land is once more, for the thousandth time, one of the burning questions of the moment."
This is the opening sentence of a recent leading article in
the " Estates Gazette." We were led to believe that the
Irish land question had been settled in 1903 b y the Land
Purchase Act, but here we have the " Estates Gazette "
exposing a system of land speculation which has sprung up
under the Act. Quoting from another authority, it says
that " although the immediate result of the legislation was
to benefit the occupiers at the expense of the landlords,
yet ere long property changed hands and rents became
higher than ever, though they were paid to a different set
of individuals." Again it changes its argument and goes
on to predict terrible calamities, if this principle which
encourages speculation is not carried to a' further extent.
We do not see how a multiplication of the cause will remove
the effect, but we would suggest that a tax in the Budget
of a penny in the pound on land values would stop this
speculation.
LANDLORD AGAINST LANDLORD.—The following story of
speculation is the one referred to above. It appeared in
the " National Review " of February :—" In one case a
tenant farmer occupied a holding, the rent of which was
35s. an acre. He took the landlord into court, swore that
the rent was more than the land could bear, and had it
reduced to 25s. Thereupon he put his right to occupation
up to auction, sold it for £20 an acre, and left the neighbourhood. The new tenant thus pays 25s, an acre to the
old landlord, and £1 an acre to the bank. In the other case,
the tenant, who was an ardent Nationalist and Land
Leaguer, held two farms on different estates. For the one
on which he did not reside he paid 35s. an acre. The estate
has now been sold under the Land Purchase Acts ; the
annuity he pays amounts to 23s. an acre. He lets the
grazing at eleven months at a time for £3 an acre."
We
can understand the enthusiasm of this speculating tenantlandlord for the continuation of the purchase scheme at
the expense of the British taxpayer, but we hope this
overburdened person will resist any further attempt to
impose new burdens on him to enrich speculators.

April, 1909.
ANOTHER PHASE OF IRISH LAND P U R C H A S E . — M r . J o h n E .

Redmond, M.P., leader of the Irish Nationalist Party, made
an interesting statement during his cross-examination by
Mr. Healy, M.P., in a court case, in which some members
of the party are concerned. Mr. Healy stated that several
members of the Irish party had been directed by the League
to go about the country recommending farmers to purchase
at 18J years' purchase, and he asked Mr. Redmond if it
was the case that he had accepted 24|- years' purchase for
his estate. A report states that " Mr. Redmond then
proceeded to relate the story of the sale of his estate, and
said there were in all 94 holdings, and the average years'
purchase was 21'3 and the reduction in the rents 30 per cent.
His personal interest in the estate was very little, and when
the purchase-money came to be allocated it was found by
Judge Meredith that the amount produced was not sufficient
to pay the family charges and mortgages, and the Judge
said it was with regret that he found that the bonus could
not be paid to me, and I never got a shilling—so there is
my crime against the tenant farmers of Ireland." We
readily acquit Mr. Redmond of any charge in connection
with this transaction. We should do this even if he had
received the full amount for which his estate was sold.
But all this explanation and exculpation, this clearing up
and freeing from blame, leaves the deep-seated mischief
untouched, and the tenant farmers who have bought at a
high price have bound themselves to pay a high rent; the
Irish ratepayers and the British taxpayers will bear the
heavy loss connected with flotation of stock and payment
of bonus, no matter whether it is Mr. Redmond or a moneylender who gets the benefit.

THE "DAILY N E W S " SPEAKS OUT.
We reproduce with pleasure the following able and
timely leading article from the " Daily News," of March 19th.
THE LAND MUST PAY.
" The Budget approaches, and it is well known that the
Chancellor of the Exchequer will need all his skill to make
it balance. Few men have had a harder task. In a
season of .falling revenue, Mr. Lloyd George has to meet
a very largely increased expenditure. We cannot yet
say what the real deficit will be, and we can only conjecture how it will be met, but it is generally acknowledged
that, owing to the exceptional situation, a considerable
sum must be taken from the Sinking Fund, and there
is no question that a good deal will be gained by licensing
duties. And the thought of that great monopoly granted
by the State naturally brings us to the greatest monopoly
of all—the monopoly which might almost be said to
consist of the State itself, for there can be no State without
the land. We recall to-day that brief and simple petition
which was laid before the Prime Minister at the very end
of last year, urging upon him " the desirability of including
a Tax on Land Values in the next Budget." That petition
was signed by no fewer than 245 members of Parliament,
representing every section of the Liberal and Labour
Parties. It was, indeed, thoroughly in accordance with
Liberal tradition. The taxation of the value which
accrues to land, not from any effort on the part of the
owner, but simply by reason of the community's labour
and industry, has naturally attracted Liberal statesmen
and economists as an obviously just method of raising
revenue, whether national or local. It must be twenty
years since Mr. Gladstone, speaking at the Albert Hall,
showed that great improvements, such as the Thames
Embankment, were paid for by the industrial classes
and the working people, while the enormous increase to
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the value of the land owing to such improvements passed
into the landlords' pockets. There was the well-known
instance in which the construction of the Embankment
sent up the value of a plot of land from £8,250 to £26,420
within two years. It is but an example of what is continually happening in London and our other great cities.
" The amount of ' unearned increment' thus added
yearly to the value of the mere ground on which London
stands is estimated at a capital sum of many millions
some say as much as ten millions. At all events, it is a
vast addition, and the community which creates the
addition by its trade, trams, tubes, and the advantages
of city life gets hardly any advantage from it, but is
compelled to stand aside while the result of the labour
and enterprise pours into the banking account of a few
landowners, who very likely have done absolutely nothing
for the public service or the increase of their own wealth.
The land is a close monopoly, and its increasing value is
unearned. There was never a better case for taxation,
whether on the grounds of justice or economics. Nor
does the need for a reformed taxation apply only to land in
cities. The failure of the Small Holdings Act is largely
due to the absence of an equitable taxation on country
land, and the necessity of putting a larger share of the
nation's burdens upon the owners of this monopoly, has
been shown in Mr. Outhwaite's admirable series of articles
in our columns, upon the vast estates in various parts of
England. In those articles we have seen how nearly
impossible it is for country people to obtain even a decent
roof to cover them. We hear much of the exodus into
the towns and the curse of overcrowding there, but the
absurd part of the complaint is that the towns are overcrowded because there is not room to live in the country.
It has come to this—that only by paying vast fees to
the landlords can the nation inhabit its own country at
all, and it is only by laying a tax on land, especially on
land devoted to pleasures and sports, that the absurdity
can be removed.
'' The reform has been tried with success in other countries,
and even in our own Colonies. Both in Australia and
New Zealand the Taxation of Land Values has produced
the best results in bringing land easily into the market,
preventing the landlords from holding on for a rise, and
encouraging people to put the soil of the country to its
best use. It is not found that the taxation increases rent;
rather it encourages building and solves the problems of
house room and overcrowding. Economically and by the
rules of ordinary justice, as we said, there is no taxation
more obvious and more advantageous to the State. We
know there are difficulties in the way of levying the tax.
But even the income-tax is not levied without a certain
amount of difficulty, and no one proposes to give it up
on that account. It ought not to be very hard to estimate
the real marketable value of land near enough for purposes
of taxation, just as houses are estimated for the rates
that the occupier has to pay. The beginning is the chief
difficulty, but when once the first valuation has been
made the future business will grow lighter. With what
violent opposition the landlords will meet any such proposal
was foreshadowed by the behaviour of the House of Lords
to the Scottish Land Valuation Bill. But the Budget is
a different matter. That great privilege of the Commons,
the true basis of all our liberties, is not lightly to be meddled
with. In the Cabinet itself, the Prime Minister, Mr.
Haldane, and Sir Edward Grey, to mention only these three
among the rest, have all spoken in favour of land taxation,
and, indeed, it must necessarily be the preliminary for all
great social reform whether in town or country. For
we cannot allow a monopoly which extorts a private
tax from everyone in the State to remain without contributing its full share to the public aims for which the
State exists.
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of

abolition of the property t a x being only a first step), they
will gain as owners of house property b y the change.

For

to assess to the rates on land value alone, instead of on the
rent of land and house combined as at present, would be

EDITORIAL

OFFICES,

to relieve house property from much of its present burdens.

Broad S a n c t u a r y C h a m b e r s , 20 T o t h i l l St., W e s t m i n s t e r .
( T e l e p h o n e , 5774 W e s t m i n s t e r . )

In so far then as Friendly and other Societies are interested
in house property, they stand to gain by the application of
our principle, and the better their buildings the greater will

"OUR

be their gain, because the greater will be their relief from

POLICY."

" W e w o u l d s i m p l y t a k e for t h e c o m m u n i t y w h a t b e l o n g s t o
t h e c o m m u n i t y — t h e v a l u e t h a t a t t a c h e s t o l a n d b y t h e g-rowth
of t h e c o m m u n i t y ; l e a v e s a c r e d t o t h e i n d i v i d u a l a l l t h a t
b e l o n g s t o t h e i n d i v i d u a l . " — H e n r y George.

present rates on rental.

Even when the Societies sell the

properties as they revert to them, they would still reap
the full advantage;

for the properties would fetch more

on the market owing to the remission of present rates on
rental and the substitution of a Tax on Land Values less
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in amount.
Further, the Hearts of Oak own their offices and pay rates

TAXATION.

and taxes on them.

Here again they would gain consider-

ably from the application of our principle.
It has always seemed to us remarkable that no sooner
is a really radical reform brought under discussion than

Take their

Head Office in Euston Road, which stands in their books
at the large sum of £116,394.

It is a very fine, up-to-date,

most men's minds at once run to the question, " How will

modern structure.

the change affect the privileged interests of the monopolist ? "

buildings which surround it is enough to show that the

and can only with reluctance be got to ask, " Will it benefit

Society is taking the most out of its site.

A glance at the out-of-date dilapidated

The present

the producing classes at whose expense these privileged

system of making rental the basis of assessment must bear

interests live ? "

very heavily on the Society.

Much in the same way it is now asked,

Owing to their fine structure

" How will Land Values Taxation affect the interests of

they are at present much more highly assessed than their

Friendly Societies as holders of ground rents ? " instead of,

neighbours, who have equally good sites covered with the

" Will it benefit their members in their individual capacities,

small

and

the

producing

classes

in

general ? "

However,

or tumble-down

buildings, of

which

hundreds in the immediate neighbourhood.

there

are

In respect of

we shall follow custom in this matter and take the questions

their offices the Society must be now paying at least

in the order they are commonly asked.

£1,500 in rates and taxes, which is much more than their

Friendly Societies occupy an exceptional position in that
they are not

liable to income tax.

If, then, we are to

fair share.

Were land values alone taken as the basis

they would pay a much smaller share than they now do,

assume that our reform begins and ends with a penny tax

while their neighbours who are making such imperfect use

on the capital value of land in substitution for the present

of their sites—some of them no use at all—would come in

property t a x (Schedule A of the Income Tax), it is clear

for heavier payments.

they will not gain in the first place as the ordinary man will

provements is severely punishing the Hearts of Oak for their

who gets his property t a x repealed.

enterprise and proportionately rewarding their unenter-

We notice, however,

The present system of rating im-

that according to the figures of Mr. Bunn, Senior Trustee

prising neighbours.

of the Hearts of Oak Society, considerably less than one-half

very opposite, and as Friendly Societies own many similar

of the Hearts of Oak funds are invested in ground rents,

office premises throughout the country, which are distinctly

which portion alone would be liable for the Land Values Tax.

above the average, their gain would be very considerable

The balance is lent on mortgage, and this would not be
liable.

House property is also regularly falling into their

The land value system would do the

b y the adoption of the land values system in lieu of present
rates and taxes.

hands with the reversion of their ground rents, and bearing

But apart from this, to hear some people speak one would

i n mind that, the value of land once ascertained through

think the members existed for the benefit of Friendly
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owners, and that therefore their case is quite different.
Societies instead of the Societies for the members. Really,
Mere investment in ground rent tells neither one way nor
the first consideration is not so much for the Societies as
for the men who compose them, and there is no doubt the other. It is instrumental neither in bringing land into
as to the benefit the latter would get from the change. use nor in withholding it from use. One thing is certain,
Even if limited to one penny in the pound of capital land some twelve millions of money is needed. How is the nation
value, the new tax would have the effect of pressing into to get it 1 The choice lies between increasing present
use much valuable building land at present unavailable, thus " breakfast table " duties, Tariff Reform, and Taxing Land
lowering ground rentals and making it easier to obtain land Values. Beyond these there is nothing we can do.
Mr. Hemmerde has shown (in LAND VALUES of March,
for building. The increased demand for labour, which will be
felt directly land begins to be better used for building and 1909)—and nobody doubts it—that to increase taxes on
other productive purposes, will also tend to a higher wage tea, sugar, and tobacco, would be to inflict grave hardships,
level. All experience in the Colonies confirms this view, not only on members of Friendly Societies, but on the whole
and even the small rise of a shilling a week on a member's community, while " Tariff Reform " would hit them harder
wage would much more than compensate him for any still. Mr. Bunn, himself, treats these alternatives as out of
possible loss his Society might suffer in its, ground rent- court, for he does not propose further breakfast table
investments. The gain to individual members would be duties and says he is against Tariff Reform. But if he is
immediate and substantial through easier access to land against these things, what remains except to Tax Land
and brisker demand for their labour, and directly the Values—a measure which at worst could but slightly and
temporarily reduce the funds of Friendly Societies, while it
principle is extended to rating their gain will be greater.
Land agents, even, admit that if there is one thing more would immensely help their members along with the whole
W. R. LESTER.
than another which checks building enterprise, it is the working and trading community ?
present system of rating. Considered as householders and
wage-earners the members of Friendly Societies would gain
PROTECTION.
enormously by the abolition of this system, even were it
certain that Societies' investments would suffer.
(Adapted from the French of Bastiat.)
To illustrate how present rates and taxes raise the charge
on houses and check their building, and how our system
would help householders, take the case of a typical Bedfordshire village. One acre of land is bought at £40 and six
cottages built on it. These cottages rent at £6 each, and
with rates at 7s. in the pound, are rated at 35s. each. If
land value instead of rental were the basis of rating, the
charge in respect of rates would be about 4s. 6d. per cottage,
a saving of 30s. 6d. to each cottager. As to making good
the deficiency in revenue, there is much land in this and
every other similar neighbourhood notoriously under
assessed, one field within a stone's throw at present assessed
at 30s. per acre, having been actually bought for £150 an
acre expressly to prevent cottages being built on it, thus
helping to aggravate the cottage famine which exists in the
village. So apart from the rise in wages to be expected
from the change, each of these cottagers would be 30s. 6d.
richer yearly, and cottages would be plentiful instead of
scarce. Are they to be asked to forego these substantial
advantages, even were it certain that the investments of
Friendly Societies would in some cases suffer ? Or supposing these people are members of the Hearts of Oak Society,
we find from Mr. Bunn's figures that the loss on the
Society's ground rent investments would be 4s. per member.
So on striking a balance the cottagers would be at least
26s. 6d. in pocket annually owing to the change.
We do not follow Mr. Bunn's reasoning when he says that
Friendly Societies who have invested in ground rents have
been instrumental in bringing land into public use, instead
of withholding it from use as is the case with large land

A poor farmer of Pennsylvania raised, with great care
and attention, a fine crop of wheat, and forgot, in the joy
of his success, how many drops of sweat the precious grain
had cost him. " I will sell some," said he to his wife,
" and with the proceeds I will buy carpet for our bare
floors." The honest countryman, arriving in Philadelphia,
there met an American and an Englishman.
" Give me your wheat," said the American, " and I will
give you seventy-five yards of carpet."
The Englishman
said : " Give it to me and I will give you a hundred yards, for
we Englishmen can make carpets cheaper than Americans
can, for our wool is not taxed."
But a Custom House Officer, standing by, said to the
countryman: " My good fellow, make your exchange,
if you choose, with the American, but my duty is to
prevent your doing so with the Englishman."
" What! " exclaimed the countryman, " do you wish
me to take seventy-five yards of American carpet, when
I can have one hundred yards from England ? "
" Certainly. Do you not see that America would be
a loser if you were to receive one hundred yards instead
of seventy-five ? "
" I can scarcely understand this," said the labourer.
" Nor can I explain it," said the Custom House Officer,
" but there is no doubt of the fact, for Congressmen and
editors all agree that a people is impoverished in proportion
as it receives a large compensation for any given quantity
of its produce."
Thus having been protected from the Englishman, the
countryman was obliged to conclude his bargain with the
American. Consequently his wife carpeted three rooms
(had he sold to the Englishman, she could have carpeted
four). These good people are still puzzling themselves to
discover how it can happen that people are ruined by
receiving four instead of three, and why they are richer
with seventy-five yards than with one hundred.
The next year the farmer voted for " Protection "—
as usual. He wondered why he could not make ends meet
—as usual.
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A NEW REHEARSAL OF PROGRESS AND POVERTY.
Mr. W. G. Bunn asks us to publish the following further
letter which he has addressed to Mr. Hemmerde on the
above subject.
Mr. Bunn's first letter, with Mr.
Hemmerde's reply, appeared in the March LAND VALUES.
Mr. W. R. Lester deals with the question in this issue.
33, The Grove, Hammersmith, W.
February 20th, 1909.
Dear Sir,—I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
11 tli inst., for which I am much obliged. Notwithstanding your
closing remarks as to your intention to send your letter and mine
to the Press (to which I have r.o objection), I confess that I was
a little surprised when t opened my " Morning Leader " this morning
to find that, you had done so without waiting for any reply from
me; and the letter was published as if it was the last, word on the
subject; but for that, 110 doubt, you are not accountable.
With regard to the Friendly Society figures published in the
Report of the Chief Registrar, I am quite willing to admit that
among the 14,000,000 members of societies registered under the
Friendly Societies Act, there are probably many duplicates, but
.1 would point out that if a man is a member of more than one
society, he has a separate interest in each, and if he happened to
belong to two societies, each investing portion of its reserve in
ground rents, and the impost of Id. in the £ was carried out, he
would be paying the tax twice.
I notice that your letter contains very much the same matter
as your two recent addresses. In your addresses, however, you
gave two main reasons for the Taxation of Land Values. ' One was
the necessity, of raising fresh revenue, and the other—which you
considered to be the more important—was the bringing of unused
and unprofitable land into use for the common benefit of the community. This view was supported by Mr. Riifus Isaacs at the
discussion at the National Liberal Club on Thursday last, when
he said, " There was no doubt that by the Taxation of Land Values
they would be able to get at large tracts of land which at. the present
moment were denied to the public, and which ought to be devoted
to the public interest." This main reason for. the Taxation of Land
Values is entirely wanting in the case of ground rents. Those who
have invested in ground rents have done so under the impression
that the contracts which they have made with the leaseholders
would continue until the end of the term, and they have also been
instrumental in bringing the land into public use, instead of withholding it from use, as is the case with the large landowners.
I
submit that to impose an additional tax of 10 per cent, upon the
income derived from ground rents is unjust, and especially so in
the case of ground rents which have been purchased for the investment. of provident funds, and from which a moderate profit of 4 per
cent, or less is derived. I think it would avail little in requesting
our members to pay the extra levy for the purpose of meeting this
tax, if we were to tell them that they would receive more than a
quid -pro quo in the reduction of the tax on sugar and tea, unless
we could give them absolute assurance that such was the fact.
Your figures relating to this part of the subject., even if they are
correct, are purely speculative, and the advantages promised could
only accrue in the event of the Government deciding to carry out
your entire programme, which is not certain. They also depend
upon the supposition that each member of the community is liable
for an equal proportion of the tax, which is also speculative.
In confirmation of this view, I would mention that at the Lord
Mayor's Banquet—I think in 1907—the present Prime Minister,
in referring to this subject, made a statement, to the effect that whea
the Taxation of Land Values had to be seriously considered, present
contracts would have to be respected, and this, in my judgment,
is t.he only just way of dealing with the question.
1 note your remarks with regard to Tariff Reform, but, as I am
not a Tariff Reformer, and am not proposing it as an alternative
t.o the Tax on Land Values, I do not, feel called upon to deal with
them. I am not prepared to admit that the introduction of a
protective tariff is the only alternative to a tax on land values such
as you propose, and I do not understand you to make this assertion.
All that your argument in this part of your letter amounts to is
that the proposals of the Tariff Reformer are worse than yours
which may be the case.
Yours faithfully,
"(Signed)
W . G. B U N N .
Edward Hemmerde, Esq.. M.P.

A PIG m a y poke his nose into the trough and think o'
nothing outside i t ; but if you've got a man's heart and
soul in y o u , you can't be easy a-making your own bed
and leaving the rest to lie on the stones.—" Adam Bede,"
George Eliot.

The Rise of Rent and Decline of Wages in North Italy.
" The Economist" of February 27th contained the
review of a book on two centuries of agricultural life in
the district of Vercelli, situated in Piedmont, on the upper
reaches of the Po.
The reviewer says :—
" The Vercellese district is a small portion of the Po Valley,
lying between Turin and Milan, covering roughly about 486 square
miles. It is an agricultural area, fertile, and well watered, and
populous from early times; indeed, it is held by some that
the town of Vercelli was founded before Rome.
" During the two centuries of which this work treats, great
changes have taken place in the district. Whereas about 7 per
cent, of the land was formerly devoted to rice growing, rice fields
now cover more than half the total area. The gross productivity
of the soil has increased five times ; rents have gone up enormously, the metayer system has died out, and the conditions
of the labouring classes have greatly changed. It is perhaps the
chapters dealing with wages that are of most interest. In the
early part of the eighteenth century, the large properties which
covered most of the land were managed, as a rule, by a resident
agent, and cultivated by workers who lived on the estate, and
were bound by an annual contract. These workers had certain
privileges, such as the right to cultivate a small portion of land
for themselves, to keep fowls and a pig, and to send their womenfolk to glean. They were divided into the ' salariati,' who acted
as overseers, and looked after the cattle, and the ' manovali fissi,'
or settled ordinary labourers. Both classes were comfortably off,
and had a certain margin of income over necessary expenditure ;
in the first case about 50 per cent., in the second about 10 per
cent. By the end of the century, though the actual money wages
were practically unchanged, yet owing to the decrease in purchasing
power, the ' manovale fisso ' received only two-thirds of what
would now be considered necessary for bare existence, whilst
the money paid to a ' boaro,' or cowherd, was worth only onethird of what it was before, and his payment in kind had also
been gradually diminished.
" This increasing distress of the working classes is attributed
by Signor Pugliese mainly to the growth of the population, without
any corresponding growth in agricultural production or industry.
At the end of the eighteenth oentury, the system of labour changed ;
the ' manovali fissi' began to disappear, and a large and wretched
proletariat of casual labourers was formed."
The writer and the reviewer both seem exceedingly
shy of the lesson which the facts they recount bear on their
face. The enormous increase in production seems to have
been absorbed by the enormous increase in rent which they
narrate, and it does not require an abnormal intellect to
see that this accounts for the extraordinary reduction
in wages and the consequent poverty of the working classes.
Land Policy of the New Victorian Government.
The new Premier of Victoria announced the policy of his
Government at Warrnambool on January 9th. A large
part of his statement was devoted to the land question.
The Government proposed to send the Minister of Lands
to New Zealand to study the conditions of land taxation,
resumption, and settlement in the Dominion, and if on
his return he could show that the experience in New Zealand
was beneficial, the Government would not hesitate to
follow similar lines in Victoria.
The absurd provisions of the Victorian Land Tax Act
had been generally admitted for many years. The present
land tax affected only 6,783,000 acres out of the 24,762,000
privately owned in Victoria, and only 1,305 occupiers out
of 52,987. The value of the 6,783,000 acres subject t o
the present land t a x was as determined b y the Land
Tax Act only £9,900 ? 000, but a recent estimate b y a
Government officer of the fair capital value of those lands
was £28,000,000. It was impossible that this t a x could
be indefinitely continued in its present form when the circumstances so loudly demand an alteration. Fox the present
year the tax must stand, but later on the Government
would bring forward a Bill to replace the tax by a scientific
one, which would cause land to be valued on a sounder
basis, and compel the owners to contribute in a more
equitable manner towards the requirements of the State.
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A Lesson from Australia.
This is the title of an article by Mr. Edward Pulsford, a
member of the Senate of the Australian Commonwealth,
in "The Nineteenth Century and After" for March.
The article gives a comparative account of the progress of
Victoria and New South Wales during the last 30 years.
Victoria adheres to the system of Protection and the taxation of industry and improvements.
New South Wales,
so far as the laws of the Commonwealth permit, holds to
Free Trade, and has adopted the Taxation of Land Values
to a great extent. The progress of the latter State justifies
her policy. In 1866 she was far behind Victoria in population, in manufactures, and in every kind of production ;
in 1901 she had outstripped her sister State in every respect.
While Victoria has only made a net gain of 18,823 people
by migration in these 35 years, New Stouth Wales has gained
302,403, and this tendency to increase has been greater
during the last few years. Free exchange and free production have attracted men and women and led to great
prosperity. No wonder the Prime Minister of Victoria is
setting himself in earnest to institute the Taxation of Land
Values.

AUSTRALIA.
THE DEARTH OF SETTLERS AND ITS CAUSE.
I.
From the Australian correspondent of " The Times,"
in the issue of March 13th :—
SYDNEY, J a n .

19.

Australia's lack of population has of late years been
made a continual reproach to her. The local Press and
the London Press, Governors, Governors-General and
Secretaries of State have coaxed us and lectured us,
warned us and threatened us, and have drawn fearsome
pictures of the wilfully empty continent abandoned by
its disgusted friends to be overrun by its eager enemies.
On immigration, we are told—and truly told—depend
the success of our protective policy, the adequacy of our
defence policy, the maintenance of a White Australia.
It is all absolutely true ; the warnings are justified, the
reproaches are deserved. But who deserve them ?
The stock answer is simple enough. The Labour
party discourages immigrants : Trades Hall officials warn
them off, Labour-made laws hamper their entrance ; the
party's avowed policy is to keep the country for the few
workers already there, so that wages may be high and
employment constant. Like most stock answers, this
simplifies the truth to the extent of falsifying it.
But
before we discuss that, let us see what has happened in
a State where the Labour party has had no power at all.
If we find there the evils complained of existing in their
worst form, it will be evident that the Labour party's
vagaries are not a sufficient explanation of those evils,
and that some other factor, equally, if not more, important
must be considered also.
Land and Population in Victoria.
In Victoria, as I have often pointed out, the State
Labour party has always been the weakest in quality and
in influence of all the State Labour parties. Since Federation the Government of the State has been continually
in the hands of a strongly " Anti-Socialist" party, controlled as regards effective legislation by an Upper House,
for which only landholders may vote. The net result,
as far as population is concerned, can be gathered from
the following figures, taken (unless otherwise indicated)
from the official " Year-book" of the Commonwealth.
In the six years, 1901-6, the State's net loss by emigration
was 54,000 people; its net gain by births was 90,000—
proportionally the lowest of all the States. During those
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years 237,000 acres of good agricultural land had been
alienated, leaving only 17,746 acres still available; of
second-class agricultural land, 268,000 acres went', leaving
116,000. The rural population, according to the State
statist, has been all the time not quite 41 per cent, of the
total—less than that of Melbourne alone. And the State
has spent on immigration £745—just about as much as
Tasmania. It has the biggest death-rate in Australasia,
and the lowest birth-rate (except South Australia's, which
is handicapped by the inclusion of the Northern Territory);
it has the biggest proportion (55 per 1,000) of people over 65.
During those years there was a notorious political
movement—supposed^ of reform—known as " Kyabram,"
from the farming centre which gave it birth. This is Mr.
Swinburne's account of the fertile, well-irrigated, riverine
county in which Kyabram stands :—
" There has been £200,000 of Government money spent
in the shire of Rodney, while the number of landholders
has been increased by only six during the last 15 years.
. . . On one of the most important roads in Rodney 18
years ago there were 28 farmers ; to-day there are only
four."
I have no specific records of Rodney's general progress
since Federation ; but the shire had a smaller population
in 1901 than in 1891, so its depopulation is not a new feature.
The Bar to Immigration.
Now this tale of decadence is not accounted for by
anything in the State's natural condition. Victoria, no
doubt, is the most densely populated of the States—it
holds 14 persons to the square mile, against Tasmania's
seven and New South Wales's five. But that leaves it
still the emptiest country in the world except Chile and
Canada ; and when you remember that nearly 43 per cent,
of its population is concentrated in Melbourne, while it
contains a far larger proportion of rich agricultural land
than any other State, the density ceases to strike you as
anything wonderful. For, remember, the 17,746 acres of
good agricultural land mentioned above is the amount still
unalienated, not the amount still unused. Draw a line on
the map from Geelong to Warrnambool; for a hundred
miles along that line, and for nearly 50 miles north, stretches
what is probably the emptiest piece of fertile land on the
earth's surface—not as empty now as it was a few years
ago, but still only scantily patched with dairy-farms held
on a rack-rental or acquired at a price that leaves little for
the farmer to live on. Mostly.it is held by the descendants
of the men to whom it was given in the 'thirties of last
century. And here is the explanation of Victorian
decadence—these areas of rich soil privately held, unoccupied except by sheep, less taxed and rated lower than any
similar soil in Australia, kept empty .while young and eager
: Victorian farmers go to other States in search of land to
cultivate. With the best of the land so locked up, one
wonders that Victorian Ministries found it worth while
to spend £745 on attracting immigrants to a State that
cannot even find room for its own children.
Nowhere in the whole of this story does the Labour party
come in. It is the locked-up land that debars settlement,
not the Immigration Restriction Act. And so you will
find it throughout the Commonwealth. Wherever the land
is open for use according to its nature, there population
comes, even if it comes only from other States where the
land is closed. The South Australian Government resumed
(by purchase) the 54,000 acres of Yongala station, which
carried 35,000 sheep and about 60 human beings. To-day,
split up into 120 farms, it carries 615 people—whose presence
has much increased the population of four adjoining towns
—and still has room for nearly 20,000 sheep ; while the
State railways get much more freight and the merchants of
Adelaide much more produce for resale. That is a single
instance, out of many, of the results of opening Up the land ;
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the process is continually illustrated by paragraphs in
the Sydney Press that tell us, as each new section of country
is announced for subdivision, " Many Victorians are already
here, examining the land for sale " ; as a consequence of
which examination you will find the New South Wales farmlands for more than 150 miles north of the Murray largely
in the hands of " escaped " Victorians.
Closer Settlement in New South Wales.
This shows that New South Wales is further along the
road to real settlement than is its southern neighbour.
But not so very much further. New South Wales has a
reasonable land-tax, certainly—though one is astonished
sometimes to note the discrepancy between the alleged
taxation-value of estates and their value when the Government tries to buy them for closer settlement. But New
South Wales is just as scared as Victoria when it comes to
resuming the lands of the " first families." What the
Western district is to Victoria, that the Bathurst, Goulburn,
and Singleton plains are to New South Wales—sacred in
the hands of their influential owners, while later purchasers
of land further from markets and seaports have to sell their
estates to the Government whether they like it or not.
Consider the following table of railway distances from
Sidney:—
Bathurst
..
. . 145 miles. Myall Creek farms . . 484 miles.
Goulburn . .
. . 136 „
Peel River estate . . 282
Singleton . .
..148
„
Pillijfa scrub lands . . 351
„
Marrar and Gobbagumbalin
.. 306
„
Singleton, Myall Creek, and the Peel River and Pilliga scrub lands
have a secondary port at Newcastle, from which their respective
distances are 49, 385, 183, and 252 miles.
In the left-hand column y o u see the centres of three rich
farming districts, chiefly occupied b y big estates ripe for
subdivision. In the right-hand column are the lands
resumed or prepared for subdivision b y the New South
Wales Government, with the mileage from the nearest
railway stations. Note that the Peel River estate, the
nearest of the closer settlement subdivisions, belongs to an
English company ; owned b y an individual with Australian
influence, it might still be undisturbed.
But note another thing about that Peel River estate, for
it will explain in some degree the vehement determination
of the New South Wales Legislature to have it resumed.
Australia is a very young country, and remembers ? its
beginnings very vividly. Our schoolboys, without being
in the mildest degree Macaulayese, know well enough how
certain grants of land came to be made to certain people ;
and the history is not always pleasing.
There is a big
grant just across Sydney Harbour, for instance, of which
stories are current (and probably true) which would make
an American grafter feel ashamed ; nothing, please understand, to the discredit of the present owners, but extremely
discreditable to their predecessors. Now the story of the
Peel River estate has its unpleasing side, which its shareholder owners can study at their leisure in the recently
published account of the Australian Agricultural Company
by a former superintendent, Mr. Jesse Gregson. Therein
they will learn how in 1825 the Australian Agricultural
Company, being allowed to take up a million acres of land
in the still empty colony of New South Wales, " sent out
stock and servants without preliminary inquiry where
they were to be stationed," and consequently planted itself
on " country which even a newcomer must have known was
not, and never could be, adapted for depasturing sheep " ;
how the company made itself unpopular b y using its influence with the Home Government whenever Governor
Darling or Governor Bourke preferred the good of the
colony before its private interests ; and how in 1830 it was
allowed, in spite of Bourke's strong protests, to remedy
its own mistakes by exchanging 600,00O acres of its barren
area for an equal amount of rich land just outside the legal
bounds of settlement and then occupied b y other enter-
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prising pioneers—who assuredly had the prior claim to
the land, if it was to be handed over to anyone. It is
360,000 acres of this land, for which never a penny was paid,
that form the Peel River Company's property; and the
Peel River Company itself is but an offshoot of the Australian
Agricultural Company, whose painless birth is described
in Chapter X I I . of Mr. Gregson's book.
The Australian Resolve.
The shareholders probably do not know these facts :
the average Australian does. And he thinks that, although
the present shareholders are in no way to blame, and will
therefore get a fair price for their resumed property, y e t
the Peel River Company's history does not entitlg it to any
exceptional consideration for disturbance—especially as
a great part of the area remains, except for fencing, just
as unimproved as it was in 1833. For to this the average
Australian has now made up his mind, and those interested
in Australian land can count on it and make their plans
accordingly—that, whoever owns it, soil fit for agriculture
and within reach of a market shall be used as its nature
indicates, and be made to rear healthy families for the
defence and the increase of a White Australia.
Who are hindering him ? Who, as I asked earlier, deserve
the reproaches of our Governors and our Press ? On the
face of it, the owners of big estates, especially those of
them who live in London on the money they get from
Australia. For their benefit I would quote, rather than
use words of my own, the recent utterance of the " Sydney
Daily , Telegraph "—a paper which no one is likely to call
anti-capitalist or Socialist, or to accuse of overlooking the
owner's side of the question :—
" Most of them (the absentee Australian landowners)
are interested in pastoral or mining pursuits, and the less
settlement there is in Australia the cheaper and more
plentiful the land available for sheep and cattle farming.
As long as there are sufficient hands here to work the stations
and the mines, these persons think that is enough for all
purposes. New settlers cut up the sheep and cattle runs,
and thereby seem to injure rather than benefit their absentee
owners. They do not want to have emigrants encouraged
to go out to Australia for that purpose, and, therefore,
think we ought to do with the population we have. . . .
" The safety of Australia depends on the capacity of the
population to hold it for the white race, and the new settler,
who is regarded as a likely trespasser on the absent squatter's
domain, is also a defender of it. If these unpatriotic
Australians only knew it, immigration is the only form of
insurance by which their property in the Commonwealth
can be guaranteed ; and, even though settlement takes some
of their land, it makes them more secure of the income
derived from the remainder."—" Sydney Daily Telegraph "
(leading article), January 13.
Wealth and Want.*
This book should do good work amongst the apathetic and
indifferent, if only it reaches them, in stirring up thought on the
social question, and tending to put an end to some of the canting,
hypocritical talk that is so prevalent in respectable circles whenever
this most unwelcome subject forces itself upon their attention.
And this is very urgent and desirable. As he expresses it in
his introductory chapters, and with which our brief notice of his
book may fittingly close :—
" Let us hear no more this will-of-God talk about having the
poor ' always' with us. Let us recognise at once that we have
the poor with us simply because our man-made laws have
deliberately created the poor. Private land monopoly and its
concomitant, modern industrialism, have brought about these
conditions, while crass selfishness perpetuates them. Private
monopolisation of the sources of all wealth, deliberate exploitation of man by man, with indifference of one section of the human
race to the needs of the other section, have brought the world
to-day fa;ce to face with problems, the solution of which we must
either discover or be destroyed."
L. H. B.
* " Wealth and Want: A Study in Living Contrasts and Social
Problems."
By W. B. Northrop. Illustrated. Publishers:
Francis Griffiths, London. Price 5s. nett.
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of Liverpool. Mr. Hemmerde is making the Taxation of
Land Values the leading issue in the contest which commenced on March 19th, the polling t o take place on the
BOLTON.
2nd inst. The United Committee are giving Mr. HemUnder the auspices of the Bolton Young Liberals Associamerde all the support possible. Mr. Fred Skirrow, extion and the United Committee for the Taxation of Land
Bailie Burt (Glasgow), and Mr. Francis Neilson have been
Values, a great meeting was held in the Temperance Hall,
in the constituency speaking and organising during the
on February 25th, t o welcome Mr. Alexander Ure, K.C., whole campaign.
M.P., the newly-appointed Lord Advocate for Scotland, who
" The question of taxing land values," a correspondent
had consented t o give an address on the Taxation of Land
writes, " is causing great enthusiasm.
Mr. Hemmerde's
Values. There was an unusually large attendance, the
able advocacy of this land reform, the importance of which
body of the hall and both galleries being crowded. The
the people readily grasp, and the prospects of the first
front of the platform had been prettily decorated with
step being taken in the Budget, have quite captured the
plants in bloom, and the general appearance of the hall
imagination of the people. The audiences sing the Welsh
was one of gaiety and animation, the Bolton Borough Band
National Anthem, and it is magnificent."
adding t o the attractiveness of the proceedings by rendering
a pleasing selection of musical pieces.
The chair was
DUMFRIESSHIRE.
occupied b y Mr. W. Edge, junr. (president of the Bolton
The Newbie Land Reformers continue their splendid
Young Liberals Association).
campaign. Following on the conference and public meeting
The hall was packed, and Mr. Ure received a rousing
reception. The chairman expressed his delight t o see the held at Dumfries, as reported in our March issue, a great
debate under their auspices was held at Annan, Friday,
magnificent response to their invitation. That meeting was
March 12th, the subject being : " Tariff Reform : Will it
the outcome of an arrangement between the United League
Increase or Diminish Employment ? " Mr. Francis Neilson
for the Taxation of Land Values and their own—should he
entered the lists for real Free Trade, while Mr.. Willie
say, gallant little Society of Bolton Young Liberals ?
Dyson (" Will Workman " of the " People ") defended
(Applause.) At the conclusion of Mr. Ure's great speech,
the case for Tariff Reform. The " Annandale Observer,"
which was reported at length in the Bolton papers, Mr.
March 19th, 1909, devoted almost a full page.-to the proGeorge Harwood proposed a resolution urging the Governceedings.
Describing the meeting, the " Annandale
ment t o deal with the question.
Observer " said it was :—
" One of the largest political gatherings ever held at Annan,
HUDDERSFIELD.
and certainly the largest that ever gathered within the Victoria Hall.
The following resolution was unanimously adopted at a
From the platform to the middle of the hall were reserved seats, on
one side being the supporters of tho Tariff Reform party, and on
demonstration held under the auspices of the Junior
the other supporters of the Free Trade policy. Behind the seats
Liberal Association in the Town Hall on March 12th,
standing room only was available. Considering the large number
1909, addressed b y Mr. E. G. Hemmerde, K.C., M.P. :—
under control, it speaks well for the management that nothing of a
" That this meeting, believing that the maintenance
serious character occurred, as it likewise speaks well of the audience
that considering the general discomfort of many the meeting was
of Free Trade and the future of Liberalism are seriously
orderly throughout."
menaced by the evils of land monopoly, which, by
acting as a hostile tariff on trade, is the root cause
of unemployment, respectfully urges the Government
PORTSMOUTH.
to include a substantial tax on land values in the
Mr. Outhwaite addressed a large meeting at Portsmouth
forthcoming Budget."
on March 25th, under the auspices of the Portsmouth
The " Huddersfield Examiner" gave a three-column
League for the Taxation of Land Values.
In the cause
report of the proceedings.
of organising the meeting, 500 copies of LAND VALUES
A correspondent, a prominent official of the Junior
for March, and some 6,000 special leaflets, published b y
Liberals, writes :—
the United Committee, were distributed. The placard
" Our meeting was held under great disadvantages. The
announcing the meeting contained the well-known cartoon
London wool sales were being held, and ours being a district devoted
of the " Daily Chronicle " entitled " A Bread Tax or a
exclusively to textile manufactures, the natural result was that all
Land Tax—Which ? "
our leading business men were up in London. Then, again, all
through the week we have had snow falling, and in the residential
A resolution in the following terms was carried :—
portions of the district we have had to wade through several inches
" That we urge the Government t o make a substantial
depth of snow. Yet despite these factors against us, we got together
beginning with the Taxation of Land Values in the forthsome 1,400 or 1,500 people.
coming Budget."
" The reception accorded Mr. Hemmerde at the close of his
address was unique in the experience of even the oldest campaigner ;
the people simply rose as one man, and round after round of
THE MIDLANDS CAMPAIGN.
boisterous cheers greeted him, and then, as if in response to the
waving of a magic wand, the entire audience burst into song and
In Mid-Worcestershire Mr. Neilson held a series of
lustily sang,' For he's a jolly good fellow,' after which the cheering
meetings during the first week of March. So great is the
was again and again renewed, and Mr. Hemmerde had twice to
interest in the question throughout this district that the
bow his acknowledgments.
" We have promoted, on the average, meetings in clubs, &c.,
shockingly inclement weather did not affect the attendance
for every evening in the week since the beginning of last October,
at the meetings until the 5th, the night of the Stourbridge
and this was the third big meeting in Town Hall this session, whilst
demonstration, when, after a fearful blizzard, the attendless than a month ago we had Mr. Wedgwood in a lesser hall—
'The Parochial'—but for whom we endeavoured to secure a con- ance did not reach expectations.
gregation of political students rather than a popular audience,
At Belbroughton, a centre of small holders, the room
and I am daily even yet receiving testimonies to the value of Mr. was packed, the resolution t o t a x in Budget being carried
Wedgwood's address.
unanimously b y men who know that the Small Holdings
" We want to make all Liberals, from the Premier down to
and Allotments Act will never be effectively worked until
the humblest rank and file, feel that unless Liberalism does come
to grips with land monopoly, it is not only dead but damned."
land values in rural areas are taxed.
At Lye, Stourport, and Droitwich, though the weather
EAST DENBIGHSHIRE BY-ELECTION.
was extremely wintry, t h e meetings were largely attended.
Resolutions to t a x in the Budget were passed unaniA contest has been forced on Mr. E. G. Hemmerde,
mously.
M.P., arising out of his recent appointment as Recorder
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Mr. Hemmerde spoke to over five hundred of the representative men of Stourbridge at the demonstration on the
5th ultimo. The member for East Denbighshire was in
great form, and received an ovation at the conclusion of
his speech.
Messrs. Withy and Skirrow have held successful meetings
in Birmingham and district. Dinner-hour meetings at
Tangye's works were much appreciated by the men who
showed keen interest in the question. During their stay
in Birmingham both Mr. Withy and Mr. Skirrow gave
valuable assistance to Mr. Chapman Wright in preparing
for the conference and demonstration to be held in Birmingham on April 6th.
A cordial invitation is extended to all our friends to
attend the meetings to be held in Birmingham, when Mr.
Hemmerde will present the case for land values on April 6th,
at the conference to be held at 3 o'clock, in the Midland
Institute, and when the Lord Advocate and Mr. Hemmerde
will speak at 8 o'clock, under the chairmanship of Sir
Thomas Barclay, at the Town Hall.
The demand for meetings in the Midlands on the
Taxation of Land Values grows apace.
MARCH MEETINGS.
Meetings have been held in the following places :—
Mar. 22.—Birmingham, Mr. Neilson.
23.—Rotten Park Ward, Birmingham, Mr. Neilson.
24.—Birmingham, Mr. Neilson.
25.—Smethwick Demonstration, Mr. Hemmerde and Mr.
Neilson.
26.—King's Heath, Mr. Neilson.
27.—Birmingham
„
29.—Cradley, North Worcestershire, Mr. Neilson.
30.—Selly Oak
31.—Langley
APRIL MEETINGS.
April
1.—Demonstration, Halesowen, E. G. Hemmerde, M.P.
2.—Short Heath, East Wolverhampton, Mr. Neilson.
3.—Wednesfield
,,
5.—Demonstration, Worcester City, E. G. Hemmerde, M.P.,
and Mr. Neilson.
6.—Conference, 3 o'clock, Midland Institute, Birmingham.
„
—Demonstration, 8 o'clock, Town Hall, Birmingham.
Speakers : Alexander Ure, M.P., Lord Advocate, E. G.
Hemmerde, M.P. Chairman, Sir Thomas Barclay.
»
7.—Wolverhampton, Mr. Neilson.
»
I 8 -—
»,
Ranelagh Road Men's Class, Mr.
Neilson.
„
19 to 21.—West Bromwich, Mr. Neilson.
„
22 or 23.—Debate on " Land Values," Mr. Neilson and Mr.
L. S. Amery, Agricultural Hall, Wolverhampton.
Chairman, Lord Dartmouth.

BARNSLEY DIVISION OF YORKSHIRE.
The campaign on the taxation of land values held
February 22nd to 26th, with Mr. Neilson as principal speaker,
in the Barnsley - Division of Yorks. was successful. The
meetings were well-attended, and resolutions calling on
the Chancellor of the Exchequer to t a x land values in the
next Budget were carried enthusiastically. At Wombwell
and Cudworth, two large mining centres, the halls were wellfilled with audiences keenly interested in the question
from the miner's point of view. The movement is making
great headway all through this district. Much local
propaganda work is now being carried on, and there is now
a feeling that the time is ripe to start a branch of the
League for the Taxation of Land Values.

BIGGLESWADE.
The Lord Advocate again addressed a public meeting
in the Town Hall, Biggleswade, on March 26th, Mr. A. W.
Black, M.P., presiding. There was a good attendance.
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WHAT THE ENGLISH LEAGUE IS DOING.
THE following meetings have been addressed
March :—
Mar.

during

1.—Walthamstow Liberal and Radical Association (Wood
Street Ward): E. Verinder.
—Stotfold, Beds. : W. R. Lester, M.A.
—Newcastle Junior Liberal Association : R. Brown.
2—Congregational Literary Society, Purley : S. W. Pascall.
3.—West Norwood Progressive Association : E. Verinder.
—London Sehool of Economics (Students' Union): Josiah
C. Wedgwood, M.P.
4.—Manchester Liberal Federation School of Politics:
Dr. P. McDougall.
—Hoddesdon League of Young Liberals : W. S. G. Coad.
—Leigh (Lanes.) S. T. Reading Circle: D. Catterall.
—Cawood, Selby: E. Skirrow.
—St. Paul's School, Keighley: Wm. Thomson.
5.—Liberal Association, Swalwell: Jas. Veiteh.
—Stockport: G. Jennison.
7.—Field Road P.S.A., Forest Gate: F. Verinder.
—Wandsworth I.L.P. : John Orr, M.A.
—Yardley District Labour Church : Rev. A. C. Auchmuty.
8.—Borough Polytechnic Institute : J. W. Graham Peace.
—Biggleswade " Parliament " : W. R. Lester, M.A.
—Farnhill, Primitive Methodist School: Wm. Thomson.
9.—Leeds Women's Liberal Association: C. H. Smithson.
—Water League of Young Liberals : Dr. P. McDougall.
—Leatherhead W.L.A. : John Orr, M.A.
—Bedford League of Young Liberals : W. R. Lester, M.A.
—Clara Vale, Ryton, Co. Durham : R. Brown.
—Wellington, Salop: H. Colin Clarke.
—Denhotme Co-operative Society : Wm. Thomson.
10.—Horbury Literary Society, Notting Hill Gate: F.
Verinder.
—Clive, near Shrewsbury: H. Colin Clarke.
11.—Richmond (Surrey) Liberal Association: J. C. Wedgwood, M.P.
—Central District Fabian Group: John Orr, M.A.
12—Huddersfield Town Hall: E. G. Hemmerde, K.C., M.P.
—Lytham Socialists : John Bagot.
—Buttershaw Liberal Club: Wm. Thomson.
13.—Thornton, Bradford : E. G. Hemmerde, K.C., M.P.
14.—Keighley Sunday Circle: E. G. Hemmerde, K.C., M.P.
—Keighley, Municipal Hall: E. G. Hemmerde, K.C., M.P.
—Theosophical Society, Battersea: F. H. Batty.
—Olney (Bucks.) Men's Own: W. R. Lester, M.A.
15.—St. Philip's Mission, Plaistow : F. Verinder.
16.—Wandsworth and Putney Liberal Associations: E.
Verinder.
—Ancoats Working Men's Club : D. Catterall.
17.—Hendon Liberal Association: F. Verinder (Lantern
lecture.)
—Brownsfield Mills (Manchester), " Dinner Hour Talk " :
John Bagot.
—Shrewsbury League of Young Liberals : H. Colin Clarke.
18.—Romford Liberal and Radical Association : F. Verinder.
—Radcliffe League of Young Liberals: A. H. Weller.
—Bolton Central Liberal Association : Dr. P. McDougall.
19.—Brentwood League of Young Liberals : A. Wilms Collier.
—Rhos, East Denbighshire: F. Skirrow.
20.—Metropolitan Radical Federation : F. Verinder.
21.—Shefford (Beds.) Men's Own : W. R. Lester, M.A.
—Boothtown (Halifax), Liberal Club : Wm. Thomson.
—Lord Street P.S.A., Wrexham : F. Skirrow.
22;—Whitstable Liberal Association : W. R. Lester, M.A.
—Croydon Union Society : S. W. Pascall.
—Haslingden Liberal Club : Dr. McDougall.
—Stocksfield Institute : Richard Brown.
23.—Dulwich Debating Society : F. Verinder.
—Newbury Liberal Club : W. R. Lester, M.A.
—Social Service Union, Manchester : John Bagot.
24.—Queen's Park Radical and Progressive Association:
J. C. Wedgwood, M.P.
—Disley Liberal Club : Dr. McDougall.
—Colne Valley : Wm. Thomson.
25.—Portsmouth, Public Meeting: R. L. Outhwaite.
—Leigh (Lanes) S. T. Reading Circle: A. H. Weller. i
—Newcastle-on-Tyne Junior Women's Liberal Association :
R. Brown.
—St. Luke's Brotherhood Debating Society, Weaste,
Manchester: Dr. Catterall.
—Colne Valley : Wm. Thomson.
26.—Ramsgate: Jos. C. Wedgwood, M.P.
—Cheetham Liberal Club, Manchester: John Bagot.
—Colne Valley: Wm. Thomson.
28.—Bexhill Brotherhood: F. Verinder.
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28.—South Salford L.D.P., Hyndman Hall: Dr. P. McDougall.
29.—Bexhill Liberal Association : F. Verinder.
—Hoxton Liberai Association : J. W. Graham Peace.
—Biggleswade Liberal Club : W. R. Lester, M.A.
—Portsmouth Liberal Association : J. H. McGuigan.
30.—Morpeth : W. Edgar Phelps.
—Barnoldswiek Liberal Club : Wm. Thomson.
—Canterbury W.L.A. : John Orr, M.A.

Mr. Richard Brown, one of the hon. secretaries of the
Tyneside Branch, delivered four lectures in February to
the Newcastle Junior Liberal Association, on " First
Principles," " Rent, Wages and Interest," " Mining Rents
and Royalties," and " The Condition of Agriculture."
Mr. Brown has just finished a series of seven articles in
the " Liberal Monthly." The Branch, in conjunction
with the " United Committee," is organising a Conference
and Public Meeting for April 17th, and is proposing an
open-air campaign on the Taxation of Land Values, to
commence after the Budget has been introduced.
The York League is organising a meeting in conjunction
with the " United Committee " in the Festival Concert
Room, York, for Tuesday, April 13th, at 8 p.m., with
the Lord Advocate as principal speaker.
Mr. Skirrow
will visit York for a series of preliminary meetings.
In asking to be " excused " attendance at the executive
meeting of the League, on March 22nd, the President
(Mr. Josiah C. Wedgwood, M.P.) writes :—" I am speaking
at Wolstanton on Monday night (22nd). . . I have been
speaking twice every night for the last week on ' Free
Trade and Freer Trade,' and nothing else ! "
An article by Arthur H. Weller (hon. secretary of the
Manchester Branch) has been published as a penny tract
under the title of " Tax and U n t a x : The Solution of the
Social Problem" (Open Road Publishing Co.). Copies
m a y be obtained from the League offices. " The Open
Road," for March, devotes its editorial to an argument
for " The Single Due " (Single Tax) inspired by what the
editor calls " Mr. Weller's extremely practical article."
Our Manchester correspondent writes:—" Mr. John
Bagot's meeting at Garston, was very successful, as it
deserved to be, for if Mr. Bagot cannot command success
he does his best to deserve it. Arriving at Garston some
considerable time before the meeting, owing to an inconvenient train service, he filled up the interval by distributing
handbills and getting into conversation with the groups
of men he found in the streets, and was rewarded by a
crowded and keenly-interested audience at the meeting,
where he expounded ' The Gospel according to Henry
George.' Mr. W. T. Cunliffe, secretary of the recentlyformed Leigh Single Tax Reading Circle, continues to
send good news of the work done in that town. When
Mr. Catterall visited the Circle on March 4th, there were
between 30 and 40 members and interested non-members
present, including three local Councillors, two of whom
are on the Allotments Committee.
" On the following Tuesday, one of them—Councillor
C. Walkden, J.P.—moved at the Town Council: ' That
in view of the many anomalies in the Pensions Act, and
the need of other measures of Social Reform, each requiring
aid from the Exchequer, this Council urges the Government
to raise the necessary finance by imposing a tax on land
in the forthcoming Budget.' Mr. Walkden pointed' out
that land had g o n e j i p so much in value in the borough,
that it was difficult to get for public purposes. Only one
of their schools had a playground worth the name, and the
difficulty of getting a park and recreation grounds was
increasing year b y year. Unfortunately, the resolution

was not put to the vote, owing to the action of Alderman
Fairclough, who moved and carried the adjournment of
the Council.
" However, this seeming defeat is doing much good in
drawing attention to the matter. Vigorous protests were
made against the application of the ' gag,' and the local
paper, the ' Leigh Journal and Times,' gave due prominence to the incident. As a consequence, the resolution
is probably being more widely discussed than would have
been the case if it had been quietly passed by the Council."
At the monthly meeting of the Metropolitan Radical
Federation, March 3rd, 1909, Mr. E. Frommhold moved,
on behalf of the Willesden Radical Club, a resolution in
favour of " Fair Rent Courts." The resolution having
been seconded pro forma, Mr. Verinder, while sympathising
fully with the objects aimed at in this resolution, severely
criticised the methods proposed. He showed that the
establishment of " fair r e n t s " would follow naturally
upon the Taxation of Land Values, without any necessity
for the slow, cumbrous, uncertain and costly procedure of
Fair Rent Courts. The resolution was withdrawn without
further discussion and by general consent.

£

APRIL MEETINGS AND LECTURES.
2.—Nottingham Liberal Club : Josiah C. Wedgwood, M.P.
6.—Elswick South Ward Liberal Association, Newcastleon-Tyne : Richard Brown, " The Land Question."
April 6.—League of Progressive Thought and Social Service :
F. Skirrow.
Wed. 7.—Woolwich Fellowship, Carmel Chapel, Anglesea Road :
F. Verinder, " Land and Labour." 8 p.m.
Thur. 8.—Leigh (Lanes.) Single Tax Reading Circle : John Bagot,
" Henry George's Gospel."
Fri.
16.—Tunstall, Staffs: Jos. C. Wedgwood, M.P.
Sat.
17.—
Sun. 18.—Leicester I.L.P. : F. Verinder, " The Land Question
and the Unemployed."
Tu.
20.—Preston, Lanes. : Josiah C. Wedgwood, M.P.
Mon. 26.—Central Council of the League, Essex Hall, Essex Street,
Strand, 7.30 p.m. Public Discussion. 8 p.m.
Wed. 28.—Northampton Liberal Circle, Liberal Club : F. Verinder.
Fri.
30.—Hampstead Fabians : Josiah C. Wedgwood, M.P.
Mr. Skirrow will probably be speaking in the West of England
from April 19 to May 1st.

Fri.
Tu.

SCOTTISH NOTES.
Meetings addressed by Members of the Executive.
Feb. 5.—Temple : Wm. D. Hamilton.
Mar. 1.—Bridgeton Liberal Association : Peter Burt.
,,
I.—Milngavie : Wm. D. Hamilton.
„
3.—Bearsden : Wm. D. Hamilton.
„
8.—Garscadden : Wm. D. Hamilton.
„ 10.—Drumchapel: Wm. D. Hamilton.
„ '10.—Edinburgh Merchants' Association: D. M. Cuthbertson.
„ 11.—Perth, Young Scots: Peter Burt.
„ 11.—Temple: Wm. D. Hamilton.
„ 12.—Airdrie Liberal Association : Wm. D. Hamilton.
„ 14.—Glasgow, Students' Settlement: Alex McKendrick.
„ 18.—Partiek, Young Scots: Peter Burt.
„ 18.—Scotstoun, Land Values and Free Industries Union:
W. R. Lester.
„ 26.—Edinburgh Central Liberal Association : Peter Burt.
„ 31.—Bellshill: Peter Burt.
The Annual Meeting of the Scottish League was held
at 13, Dundas Street, Saturday, March 27th. The executive recommended Mr. Alex. McKendrick as President
and Mr. David Cassels as Hon. Treasurer for the ensuing
year.
April 2nd.—Under the auspices of the Land Values and
Free Industry Union, Mr. George N. Barnes, M.P., Councillor
J. W. Pratt, and Mr. Wm. D. Hamilton will address a
demonstration in the City Hall, Glasgow, on Friday, 2nd
April, Councillor J . Alston will occupy the chair.
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2.—Public Meeting at Blackburn, under the
auspices of the United Committee. Mr.
E. G. Hemmerde, K.C., M.P.
6.—BIRMINGHAM : Conference and Public Meeting
under the auspices of the United Committee
and the newly formed Midland Land Values
League, whose offices are at 20, Cannon
Street, Birmingham. The Lord Advocate
(Mr. Alex. Ure, K.C., M.P.) will be the
principal speaker at the evening demonstration ; Mr. E. G. Hemmerde, K.C„ M.P.,
will open the discussion at the Conference,
which will be held in the Midland Institute
at 3 p.m.
13.—YORK : Public Meeting under the auspices of
the United Committee and the York League
for the Taxation of Land Values.
Mr. Ure.
14.—CARLISLE : Public Meeting under the auspices
of the United Committee and the Carlisle
Liberal Association. Mr. Ure.
17.—NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE : Conference and Public
Meeting, under the auspices of the United
Committee and the Tyneside Branch.
Mr. Ure at the public meeting.
23.—EDINBURGH : Public Meeting under the auspices
of the United Committee and the Scottish
League. Mr. Ure.
1.—BRISTOL : Public Meeting in the Colston Hall,
under the auspices of the United Committee.
Mr. Ure as speaker, with Mr. Birrell, Chief
Secretary for Ireland, in the chair.
14.—LIVERPOOL : Public Meeting in the Sun Hall
under the auspices of the United Committee
and the Financial Reform Association.
Mr. Ure as speaker, with Mr. E. K. Muspratt
in the chair.

DEBATE IN THE COMMONS.
TUESDAY,

2 3 B D MARCH, 8 . 1 5

P.M.

TAXATION OF LAND VALUES.
Mr. O'Crady (Leeds E., Lab.) rose to call attention to the question
of the Taxation of Land Values ; and to move :
" That, in the opinion of this House, the taxation of land values
would result in the owners of land and minerals developing these
national resources more rapidly, thereby increasing the supply
of laud and raw material available for use and providing opportunities for labour and the wealth-producing powers of the country,
and therefore the imposition of such a tax should be provided for
without delay."
The difference, he argued, between unearned increment from
land values and other forms of income was the absolute security
it enjoyed and by the fact that it arose from no exertion on the
part of the owner. His colleagues and himself would never seek
to impose injustice upon anyone, but people who had studied this
subject, would, he thought, agree that the increased value of land
did not arise from any personal effort, but was the result of social
necessity and communal effort, and this held true alike of town and
country life. Not only did landlords obtain their incomes from the
necessities of social life, but they rendered, in his judgment, absolutely
no service to the community at all. That was a form of unearned
Increment that ought to yield something to the State itself, if not
to the locality in which the land was situate. As an illustration
of the way land values were created, he mentioned that four years
ago a man bought a large farm in one of the home counties and
established on it 21 small holdings, which included 200 people.
He paid £7 10s. per acre for the farm. When he proposed recently
to buy more land he found that within a four miles radius of the
farm the price required was £14 per acre. This rise in the value
of the land was due solely to the man, for he was the only person
in the district who bad increased the population. (Laughter.)
If he had sat down and looked at the land it would not have increased
in value. Still, the value of the improvement did not belong to
the man, but to the people on the small holdings, for it was they
who created it. I t was the duty of the State to secure to its citizens
free access to the land. Yet there were fewer people employed
on the land in this country, proportionately to population, than
there were in any other country in Europe. This tax, he advocated,
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would throw more land into the market., and would give the farmer
and the agricultural labourer greater opportunities for success in
life than were possible at present. As to housing, every industrial
community, and particularly the London County Council, had
pointed out the bad economic effect upon the housing question
of this holdiug up of land. Al! around our big cities a ring fence
was boing created because landlords were holding up land until
it became too costly to build small houses upon. In cities houses
were going skywards, shutting out light, and fresh air. If a tax
were imposed upon land instead of buildings the landlords would
do all they could to get that land into use. (Hear, hear.) I t was
impossible to get Social Reform without some fund being built up
to bear the cost. In round figures the capital value of the land
of this country was something like £5,000,000,000. A paltry penny
in the pound would bring in something like £21,000,000" to the
Exchequer, and they would like that money earmarked for social
reform. It would be absolutely futile to promote any measure of
land reform so long as they did not have valuation. He trusted
that the Government would accept his motion, which was well
within the range of practical pplitics and had a large volume of
public opinion behind it. (Cheers.)
Mr. SCOTT seconded the motion. He said that wherever the
activities of municipalities had brought about better conditions
of existence for the poorer citizens, and where the death rate had
been reduced, there had been the landlord's opportupity, there his
land increased in value. So long as the " other place" existed
it appeared to be useless to argue for the rating of land values, but
our far-seeing forefathers had secured to the House the control of
taxation for national purposes, and he hoped the Chancellor of
the Exchequer would recognise the justice of the present claim.
I t was surprising to find the hon. member for Preston supporting
an amendment declaring there was no distinction between land
and other property. If the hon. member had followed the reasoning
of Richard Cobden on this subject as closely as he had studied* his
opinions on Free Trade he would appreciate the value of Cobden's
argument that 20 millions should be raised from a tax on land
values for the relief of taxes on food. The system of the Taxation
of Land Values had been adopted in New Zealand, in New South
Wales, and in Queensland, and in each case had proved most successful
It had imposed no burden on industry and no check on commerce,
whereas our present system checked both. The Town Planning
Bill would be of little effect unless the Taxation of Land Values was
dealt with. Small holdings, allotments, and peasant proprietorship were all excellent things so far as t.hey went, but they would
riot settle the land question, so long as society was punished for its
progress, so long as the fruits of civilisation were appropriated
by the landowners.
As the " Daily News " put it, Mr. H A R O L D Cox delivered his
usual speech against the proposal. In the course of his remarks
Mr. Cox said he did not know a class in the community whose
position had been so rapidly improved as that of domestic servants.
Their wages had more than doubled in 20 years. Was not that,
unearned increment? (Cries of " N o . " j The position of agricultural labourers had improved enormously in the last 50 years. (Hear,
hear.) They did not work any harder than 50 years ago. (An
bon. member : " Not so hard.") They got more money and could
buy more things with the money. That improvement was unearned
increment. (Laughter, and cries of "No.") He contended that
every person in the community was in the receipt of unearned
increment, because each and all derived some benefit from the
community; and he also contended that it was impo'ssible to say
what one class was getting more than another with such precision
as to enable that one class to be taxed, and that one only. The
taxing of unearned increment would mean the confiscation of the
whole advance of the human race. (Cheers.)
Mr. E V E R E T T (Suffolk, Woodbridge, Min.) seconded the amendment. Land was sufficiently taxed now. The evil they had been
struggling under during the last 30 years was not the increment
but the decrement of land. Landowners were willing to pay on
such income as they had, but not to have special and peculiar burdens
imposed upon their unfortunate shoulders.
Mr. K E T T L E (Tyrone, E . , Nat.) objected to both motion and
amendment as unjust to Ireland. Certainly if the tax were applied
to Ireland it would not be collected. Possibly if he were considering
the subject in an Irish Parliament he might be in favour of such
a proposal, but Irish members viewed all these matters in the light
of the report on the financial relations between the two countries.
The House might tax Great Britain as it pleased for Social Reforms
or Dreadnoughts, but Ireland was convinced that she was paying
too much taxation already.
Mr. R E M N A N T (Finsbury, Holborn, Opp.) was speaking at
11 o'clock when
The debate stood adjourned.
THE Land Values Debate in the House of Conlmons,
March 23rd, 1909, noticed in another column, drew a large
house (" Daily Chronicle " report). The Liberal benches
were thronged. The debate was disappointing, as the
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whole time was occupied by three speeches, and no opportunity was allowed for a declaration from the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, who was present throughout the discussion. Mr. Wedgwood's failure to catch the Speaker's
eye was a great disappointment to the Liberals. The debate
came to an inconclusive end at 11 o'clock.
Commenting on the discussion the " Daily N e w s "
Parliamentary correspondent said :—
" For a moment Mr. Ure, the Lord Advocate, and an
apostle of land valuation, held the Government bench,
but in due course the Chancellor of the Exchequer appeared,
his face a study of thoughtful and philosophic contemplation.
As Mr. Harold Cox delivered his usual speech against the
taxation of land, Mr. Lloyd George remained attentive,
but inscrutable. His position is impregnable. Neither
his colleagues in the Cabinet, nor the Tories, nor the House
of Lords can now, even if they so desired, deny to him any
source of revenue from which to draw supplies for the
defence of the Empire. The Navy—think of the Navy.
" Mr. Cox will not mind my adding that the length of
his speech was really an abuse of a private members'
evening. When these set subjects arise, it is hard on the
unheard private member that speeches which have been
printed annually in Hansard should be delivered once again,
and no new voices given a chance. Mr. Cox spoke for 40
minutes in a debate limited to two hours, and of the 20
minutes that I heard, I could have foretold every sentence.
Yet I am convinced that there were other speakers who have
risen time after time who are just as worth attention as
Mr. Cox, and who should be allowed their opportunity.
" Mr. Everett was also against the resolution, and pleaded
' for us poor owners of land ' with great and good-humoured
vigour. But Mr. Lloyd George remained to the end—a
sphynx."
THE DEATH OF MR. MAX HIRSCH.
By the death of Mr. Max Hirsch, news of which has
reached England, our Australian co-workers have lost their
foremost champion. There, thousands will mourn the
loss of one whose nobility of character and sacrifice of
self for the cause he had espoused no less attracted adherents
than did his genius. The strain of over arduous endeavour
had of late seriously impaired his health, and whilst on a
trip to the East he was taken ill and rapidly succumbed.
Mr. Max Hirsch was born at Cologne in 18-52, and was educated
at the gymnasium of that City, and at the University of Berlin.
He came of a family that has supplied many wellknown names to science, literature, and politics, his
father being a writer on economics of European fame.
In the revolutionary risings of 1848, Mr. Hirsch's father
and uncle, because of their actively shown sympathy with
the people's side, had their estates confiscated, and were
sentenced to imprisonment and subsequent banishment.
His father came to England as an exile, where he met
Thomas Carlyle, and imbibed that admiration for the
free institutions of the land which he imparted to his son.
Mr. Max Hirsch's cousin, the late Dr. Max Hirsch, a
professor of political economy, was prominent in all movements tending towards the betterment of the workers, and
was mainly instrumental in forming the Hirsch-Dunkel
Labour Unions which arose out of a great strike in Westphalia
some years ago.
On the death of his father, Mr. Hirsch abandoned
his scholastic career for the purpose of aiding his
younger brothers and sisters.
Having studied the
manufacture of tapestry, he went to Paris and later to
London. In these cities he succeeded in interesting two
leading firms in a project of his to secure from the Turcomans carpets of great historic interest, taken by them
from Persian mosques in their various raids. Mr. Hirsch
was despatched on his mission with a credit of £10,000,
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and despite being treated by the Russian authorities as a
spy and sent back to the frontier, succeeded at last in getting
through to Nijni Novgorod. From thence, with camels
laden with bright coloured European carpets, this mere
youth set forth on his hazardous journey, crossing the Ural
Mountains, covered with their winter snows, and undergoing many perils from hordes of Turcoman robbers.
Anticipating Burnaby's famous ride by some years, he
reached the then almost unknown city of Khiva, and after
overcoming great difficulties, by his intrepidity ultimately
succeeded in his mission, and returned to England with
carpets which realised a great sum at Christie's. Some
of these dated back to the 13th and 14th centuries, their
history being known as to which Persian mosques they
had originally belonged. One was purchased by the then
Princess Royal of England, while another is to-day amongst
the treasures of Windsor Castle. Having from the profits
of this venture provided for his mother and sisters, Mr.
Hirsch set out on other journeys, and finally arrived in
Melbourne in 1879, where he established himself in a successful business enterprise. Later on a visit to Ceylon had a
great effect upon his future career. A heavy rice or
" paddy " tax was driving the native cultivators off the
land in large numbers and causing widespread misery
and starvation. Through a friend occupying a high place
in the Civil Service, he was drawn into an agitation for the
removal of the tax, which after two years was, largely by
his endeavours, brought through the Cobden Club before
the House of Commons and abolished. Mr. Hirsch then
returned to Melbourne and business pursuits. It was at
this time—1890—that Mr. Hirsch, whose wide travels,
observations, and life-long interest in economic questions
had impressed him with the immense importance of finding
a solution of the social problem, became convinced of the
soundness of the doctrines laid down by Henry George.
To know was with him to act. He abandoned his business
to be a propagandist for the Single Tax, becoming the leading
exponent in Australia of the principles of Free Trade and
Land Value Taxation. For 13 years he lectured throughout
Australia, and as editor of the " Beacon " and writer of
innumerable pamphlets and founder of societies, became
the mainstay of the movement.
His latest work, " Democracy v. Socialism," published by
Macmillan, carried his name through England and America,
and has been adopted as a text-book in some of the Universities of the latter country, and in similar institutions in
Japan. Mr. Hirsch, notwithstanding the advocacy of a heavy
land tax, was elected for a farming constituency to the
Victorian House of Assembly, and rapidly gaining the esteem
of political friends and foes alike, a Parliamentary career of
great usefulness seemed opening for him. Then came the
Federation, and at the request of Mr. Reid, the leader of the
Free Trade Party, Mr. Hirsch, with characteristic unselfishness, resigned his seat to fight what was regarded as a hopelessly Protectionist Federal constituency, and was defeated
by only 160 votes. However, taking a seat in the Press
box, which is on the floor of the House, Mr. Hirsch became a
tower of strength to the Free Trade members, supplying
them with data to expose the arguments of their opponents,
and largely through his endeavours the tariff that evolved
was marked by a comparatively low range of duties.
This strain coming on many years of ceaseless works,
wrecked Mr. Hirsch's health, and his friends insisted that he
should take a trip to the old world. Prominent Melbourne
citizens, sinking in many cases party differences, gave him
a complimentary dinner, and with letters from the Federal
Prime Minister and the State Premier recommending him
to consideration as a distinguished Australian, he came to
Europe, returning by England to Australia in 1906. An
impression of Mr. Hirsch's noble nature cannot be better
conveyed than by quoting the concluding words of the
eloquent speech he delivered on this occasion:
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" Now I must say good-bye to you all, my friends. I
do indeed hope that in a few short months I may, with all
my old energy, rejoin your ranks, stand again shoulder
to shoulder with you in the great fight which seems to
have no ending, the fight for human freedom. But though
it seems as if the fight were unending, though it has lasted
from the very dawn of history to the present day, yet,
we know that there must come a time when victory will
be achieved. From age to age the area over which this
battle has been fought has become more and more contracted. From century to century the secured area of
human freedom has become enlarged. As it has been in
the past, so it will be in the future. Justice will prevail
at last. But stone has to be laid upon stone with infinite
toil; the mortar that holds them together has to be mixed
with human sweat and suffering, in order that mankind
shall at last possess a fit habitation for a perfect social
state. To have been a faithful soldier in this fight, a faithful
soldier in the army of freedom, to have laid one stone in
this glorious building, to have done ever so little to bring
the Kingdom of God upon earth, surely to have done this—
nay, even to have attempted it with all one's might—is
sufficient reward for all the work, the fret, the toil, and the
sacrifices that are involved in it. Surely if we can be but
certain to have done this, then when our last hour comes,
when the merely selfish things men strive for lose their
flavour, when riches and honours drop from us like worn-out
habiliments, we may then feel that though our names and
our very existence be forgotten, we have left imperishable
footprints on the sands of time, yet have we not lived in
vain."
Not in vain was the life of this great selfless man lived.
The cause he fought and died for dominates all others in
his adopted land. In every Australasian State it has been
initiated, except two, where the will of the people has been
thwarted by unrepresentative Upper Chambers. Not
in vain, for the many he taught and inspired by word or
deed, who looked to him as master with regard that was
something akin to reverence, will carry on the work to
glorious consummation, and so erect to his memory a
monument more enduring than any that could be cast in
metal or hewn from stone.

Bridget's Ultimatum.
Mistress—"Well, Bridget ! How are you this morning?"
Bridget—"Able to sit up and give notice, mum, if you don't give me
Fels-Naptha to work with."
Anty Drudge (aside)—" Bridget is a good, sensible girl, with a mind ol
her own."
D o y o u do your family
c o m e s out with very little
washing the F e l s - N a p t h a
rubbing and a thorough
way?
rinsing.
O h ! — Y o u don't think
W h e n you use Felsclothes can be cleaned
Naptha,
follow
the
without boiling, unless
directions.
H e r e they
injurious chemicals are
are : S o a p the white
used !
Well,
you're
clothes withFels-Naptha,
wrong, all wrong.
roll and soak in cold, or
F e l s - N a p t h a soap is
lukewarm
water about
absolutely free from the
thirty minutes. T h e n rub
chemicals you dread. It
out slightly and rinse
cannot injure fabrics or
thoroughly—your clothes
colours. It loosens every
are ready for the line.
speck of dirt and the dirt

Why not let Fels-Naptha do i t ?

Fels-Naptha
will do it.

Isn't it worth trying ?
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AILSA HOUSE BOARDING RESIDENCE.

Mrs. Wm. D. HAMILTON, Proprietrix.
We have pleasure in directing the attention of our
readers in search of a bracing Holiday Resort to the FirstClass Boarding Residence to be opened this month, as per
our advertisement on front page, at Ardrossan, Ayrshire,
by our good friend and co-worker, Mrs. Wm. D. Hamilton.
AILSA HOUSE is situated in an ideal spot on the
Firth of Clyde, and is within one hour's train journey
from Glasgow. For anyone wishing to visit the Firth,
Ardrossan is the most convenient resting-place. From
the pier there is a regular service of first-class passenger
steamboats, sailing up the well-known lochs—Loch Goil,
Loch Long, Garelock, and Loch Fyne—and to the various
beauty spots on the Island of Arran, while the sail round
the Island, through Kilbrannan Sound, is an experience
never to be forgotten.
Another notable excursion through the famous Kyles of
Bute is available daily.
Ardrossan is also the "jumping-off ground" for the
North of Ireland. The daylight service between Ardrossan
and Belfast in Messrs. Burn's up-to-date turbine steamer—
from Ardrossan to Belfast and back in one day—is well
known and appreciated by all who love to do one whole
day on the water. Then there is the enticing sail to
Campbeltown, and from thence to Machrihanish on the
new light railway, making it possible to visit the shores of
the Atlantic and return to Ardrossan early in the evening
of the same day.
Apart from these outdoor attractions, which cannot
be surpassed, and in many respects are unequalled round
the whole British coast, Ailsa House, as our advertisement
points out, has very special features for those who prefer
a quiet time in a comfortable home.
Mrs. Hamilton is an ideal housekeeper. As most of
our old friends know, she was Convener of the Ladies'
Committee of the famous Bazaar organised by the Scottish
League for the Taxation of Land Values held at Glasgow
seven years ago. For her management of affairs in, that
successful venture, for her organising ability, tact, and
good humour through all kinds of embarrassing situations and difficulties, the " lady convener," as the " boys "
called her, won golden opinions from all concerned.
Mrs. Hamilton, like her husband, is an enthusiastic
advocate of the Taxation of Land Values, and anyone
visiting Ailsa House who can even claim a distant friendship
with a supporter of the movement will be sure to receive
the most favourable consideration and attention.
Mrs.
Hamilton means to make this business a success.

